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Box 1:

CORRESPONDENCE
A, 1956-61

B, 1955-61
Beck, Warren, 1955-57
Benson, John B., 1956-60
Braun, Richard E., 1956-60
Brown, Frank L., 1957

C, 1956-61
Cohn, Ruby, 1960, 1962

D

E

F, 1956-61
Falleder, Arnold, 1956-61

G, 1956-60
Gibson, Morgan, 1957-63

H
Hall, James B., 1956-60
Hamilton, Alfred S., 1956-57
Heliczer, Piero, 1956-57
Hoffman, Daniel, 1957

I-J

K

L
Levinson, A., 1956-57
Lowry, Robert J.C., 1960

Box 2:

M, 1955-60
Middleman, Raoul, 1956-58
Moffitt, John, 1956-61

N

O

P
Pack, Robert, 1956-60

R
Rubin, Larry, 1957-58

S - Siegelman
Schisgral, Murray, 1956-57
Skillen - Sward, 1957-58
Steiner, Stan, 1956-57
Sullivan, Nancy, 1957-58, 1960

T
Topkins, Katharine, 1959-61

U-V

W
Whitbread, Thomas B., 1958
Winston, Mrs. Carleton, 1955-60

Y - Z
Ziller, Eugene, 1956-58

First Names only, 1955-61
AS - TT & unidentified

**ACCENT BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE**
*Accent Business Correspondence, 1960*

**Box 3:**

Accent correspondence, 1950, 1958
Florence Snyder MSS on Henry James (1950) and Nelson Algren letter (1958)
Correspondence dealing with revival of Accent, 1962-63
  Letters from Richard Eberbart, Walter Allen, John Ciardi, George Elliott, Elsa Wright,
  Gordon Ray and others
Accent Anthology correspondence, 1971-73
Manuscripts sent to Curley, 1974

ASCENT BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE AND MANUSCRIPTS
Ascent Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1974-75, A-D
  Allaback, Steven
  Ardizzone, Tony
  Mr. Baker
  Bakos, Susan
  Berry, D.C.
  Best, Mary Sue
  Mr. Blackwell
  Borenstein, Audrey
  Borich, Michael
  Brand, Millen
  Brashler, Anne
  Braun, Richard Emil
  Briskin, Mae
  Brown, Bob
  Bumpus, Jerry
  Burns, Rob
  Burns, William
  C - ?, George
  Chambers, Robert J.
  C - ?, Gladys
  Das, Brajakishore
  Das, Manoj
  Daugherty, Molly
  Dixon, Stephen
  Dodge, Robert
  Dubois, Dina
Ascent Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1974-75, E-P
  E - ?, Lee
  Elevitch, M.D.
  Emblen, Don
  Engberg, Susan
  Engdahl, Lew
  Erwin, Sam, Legal Matters
  F - ?, Carol
Francis, H.E.
Gladstone, Frances
Glasser, Elton
G - ?, Lester
Goldberg
Goldman, Lloyd
Grierson, Pat
Hahn, H.E.
Halperin, Irving
Harper, Michael
Hathaway, Baxter
Hewat, Alan
Hill, Wolf
H - ?, Edwin
Horne, Lewis
Humble Hills Press
Hummer, T.R.
Jenkins, Louis
Kertesz, Louise
K - ?, Jascha
Kinnicutt, Susan
K - ?, Jim
Kline, Nancy
Knight, William
Kranes, David
Lehrer, Rona
Lieberman, Mike
Lindstrom, Jim
Lovitt, Swep
Lyons, Richard
McReynolds, Doug
Malone, Mike
Matthews, Jack
Maxon, H.A.
Moore, Mary
Morrill, Dorothy
Naslund, Sena
Nelson, Laura
Neufeldt, Leonard
Noll, Bink
Nowak, Ann
Osborn, Carolyn
Ostroff, Anthony
P - ?, Phillip
Pacernick, Gary
Parrish, Wendy
Payne, Gerrye
P - ?, Mary Kay
Philips, Amalia G.
Pierson, Philip
Pinsker, Sanford

Ascent Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1974-75, R-Z
Ray, David
Reiter, Thomas
Rice, Richard
Robinson, Forrest
Rogers, Robert
Ms. Rose
Rosen, Kenneth
R - ?, George
Roth, Henry
Sanderlin, Reed
Sargent, Robert
Schaffner, John
S - ?, George
Serchuk, Peter
Schulman, Sondra
Smith, David
Smith, Larry
Smith, Lawrence
Scott, William
Seakes, Richard
Spohn, Terry
Mr. Standiford
Stessec, Harry
Stillman, Jeffery
Mr. Stokawes
Sukenick, Ronald
Sultan, Stanley
Thomas, Annabel
Thompson, Jean
T - ?, Jarvis
Tyner, Paul
T - ?, Michael
Vargo, Chuck
Ms. Warsaw
W - ?, Gordon
Wegner, Robert
Wilson, Eric
Wilson, Jr., Robley
Wilson, Terry
Yorl, Tom
Zimmerman, Cheryl

Ascent Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1975-76, A-B

Note: numbers in parentheses refer to total of letters from named person and Curley letters to named person. Starting with Box 7, standard Modern Language Association designations of "L" for letters from and of "C" for letters to have been used.

Adorjan, Carol (2)
Allaback, Steven (3)
Altenbernd, Professor (1)
Ardizzone, Tony (2)
Ayers, Mary Alice (1)
Bachmann, Mona (1)
Bailleu, Kenneth R. (1)
Bailleu, Dierdre (1)
B - ?, Jahmess (1)
Bartlett, Paul (4)
B - ?, Helen (1)
Barza, Steven (5)
Beck, Anne (4)
Bedick, Robert (2)
Benson, Robert (2)
Bertagnolli, Leslie (1)
Bertrand, Sandra (2)
Blackwell, Jr., Will H. (1)
Bliss, Corinne (2)
Bock, Frederick (5)
Bolger, Mary E. (2)
Borenstein, Audrey (5)
Bosley, Deborah (1)
Bracken, Tom (4)
Brashler, Anne (8)
Briskin, Mae (2)
Brown, J.W. (4)
Bukoski, Anthony (3)
Burch, Edward (2)
Burns, Bill (2)
Burns, Bob (2)
Burrell, James (2)
Burrows, E.G. (1)
Byrd, Richard (2)

Ascent Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1975-76, C-G
Campbell, Ewing (1)
Casper, Leonard (1)
Castle, Robert (1)
Clapsaddle, James (2)
Cleavelin (1)
Cleghorn, James (1)
C - ?, Gladys (2)
Conway, Dale (1)
Costley, Lewis N. (1)
Crew, Louie (1)
Curran, Mary (2)
Daggett, Ed (5)
Das, Brajakishore (1)
Das, Monoj (4)
Daugherty, Molly (2)
Dempster, Barry (4)
Dentiger, Philip (5)
Detrano, Richard C. (1)
Devine, Eleanore (2)
Dixon, Steve (1)
Dodge, Robert (4)
Dwyer, Warren (2)
Edwards, Page (2)
Ellison, Jessie T. (18)
Engdahl, L.D. (3)
Engberg, Susan (1)
Estrella, John (2)
Ferry, Peter (2)
Fitzpatrick, David (4)
Florey, Mary (2)
Francis, Herbert E. (7)
Galvin, Brendan (4)
G - ?, John (1)
Gatto, Nicholas (6)
Gibbons, Reginald (1)
Gilley, Leonard (3)
Gillon, Joseph (4)  
Glaser, Elton (2)  
Goldberg, Lester (6)  
Goldman, Lloyd (2)  
Grierson, Patricia (2)  
G - ?, Peter (1)  
Gringer, Mark (1)  
Gross, Dennis (1)

Box 4:

Ascent  Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1975-76, H-M  
Haas, Jan (8)  
Hahn, H.E. (2)  
Haley, Jr., Albert W. (3)  
Halliday, Mark (6)  
Harper, Roger (2)  
Harden, Helen (1)  
Harvey, Gayle Elen (2)  
Hayes, Robert (2)  
Herr, King (1)  
Hewat, Alan (10)  
Higgins, Judith (1)  
Hill, Wolf (3)  
Hoffman, Carla (3)  
Hogler, Raymond (1)  
Hollis, Marnie (2)  
Honton, Margaret (3)  
Hooper, Brad (1)  
Horne, Lewis B. (7)  
Huffstickler, Albert (2)  
Terhune, Professor (1)  
Ingram, Alyce (2)  
Iorio, Gary (4)  
Jenkins, Paul (1)  
Johnson, Michael (1)  
Johnston, Bill (4)  
Jones, Kevin (2)  
Kaha, Catherine (1)  
Kansas, Lawrence (2)  
Keiler, Barbara (2)  
Kennedy, X.J. (1)
Kessler, Jascha (6)  
Keyes, Claire (2)  
Kinnicut, Susan (5)  
Kirk, Florence (2)  
Kirscht, Judith (2)  
Klein, Jim (2)  
Knight, Bill (6)  
Kranes, David (2)  
Kretz, Thomas (1)  
LaSalle, Peter (1)  
Lefebure, Stephen (1)  
Levy, Laurie (3)  
L - ?, Michael (1)  
L - ?, Larry (1)  
Light, Matt (1)  
Lindstrom, Jim (6)  
Long, David (2)  
Lovitt, Swep (4)  
Low, Stan (1)  
McGregor Magazine Agency (4)  
McMillan, Bill (2)  
Malone, Michael (4)  
M - ?, Fred (3)  
Marano, Russell (4)  
Maxson, Harry (3)  
Melton, Louise (1)  
Miller, Errol (6)  
Millman, Joan (5)  
M - ?, Lorenzo (1)  
Mills, Ralph (3)  
Morehead, Maureen (4)  
Morgan, Robert (1)  
Moultron, Elizabeth (2)  
Murray, Donald (1)  

Ascent Correspondence & Manuscripts, 1975-76, N-S  
Neely, E.J. (2)  
Neufeldt, Leonard (2)  
Orr, Ed (2)  
Osborn, Carolyn (3)  
Osborn, Joe A. (1)  
Ostroff, Anthony (3)  
Pacernick, Gary (2)
Pantos, Spiros (1)
Parrish, Wendy (7)
Peschel, Dr. Enid Rhodes (2)
Petroski, Catherine (4)
Petroski, Henry (2)
Phoenix, David (4)
Pierson, Philip (2)
Pinsker, Sanford (2)
Pinsky, Robert (3)
Pope, Ms. (3)
Porche, Don (1)
Poremba, Charles (2)
Price, Darryl (1)
Prisland, Sara (2)
Randolph, Priscilla (4)
Randolph, Robert (2)
Ray, David (2)
Ready, Robert (3)
Rehmus, E.E. (2)
Reiter, Tom (6)
Robinson, Forrest (1)
Rogers, Dean Robert (4)
Rosenberg, D.M. (4)
Ross, E. (3)
Roth, Henry (4)
Rothberg, Naomi (5)
Ruebush, Sylvester (1)
Sargent, Robert (2)
Satori, Petrina
Schacter, Ms. (1)
Schott, John (1)
Schultz, Janet (2)
S - ?, Elizabeth (2)
Shefner, Evelyn (2)
Shevin, David (2)
Short, Mickey (3)
Shulman, Sondra (2)
Skeen, Pamela Painter (8)
Skloot, Floyd (4)
Smith, David (1)
Smith, Lawrence (3)
Solomon, Burt (7)
Spielberg, Peter (1)  
Spohn, Terry (2)  
Stanton, Joseph (1)  
Steinman, Lisa  
Stelzig, R.L. (1)  
Stessel, Harry (4)  
Stock, Robert (5)  
Stockanes, Anthony (3)  
Strang, Phil (1)  
Stuart, Floyd (6)  
Sullivan, Nancy (1)  
Sultan, Stan (9)  
Sunwall, James (3)  

Ascent Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1975-76, T-Z  
Thompson, Phyllis (4)  
Tate, Archie (1)  
Tarahashi, M. (1)  
Thomas, Ms. (1)  
Thomas, William (2)  
Thompson, Jean (1)  
Torode, Mary (1)  
Vargo, Chuck (4)  
Vermillion, Bill (5)  
Wakoski, Diane (1)  
Warsaw, Janine (1)  
[Watts], Emily (1)  
Watts, W. Glenn (1)  
White, William (1)  
Wilson, Eric (1)  
Yori, Tom (3)  
Zimmerman, Joanne (1)  

Ascent Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1976-77, A-D  
Alley, Henry (5)  
Anderson, Jennifer (2)  
Bailey, Greg (1)  
Banski, Loy (1)  
Bauer, Steven (7)  
Bausch, Richard (2)  
Beck, Anne (2)  
Bedick, Robert (3)  
Bertognolli, Leslie (2)
Blair, Johnny (2)
Ms. Blum (2)
Bock, Frederick (3)
Boyle, Tom (4)
Bradley, Sam (3)
Brantingham, Philip (1)
Brasfield, James (1)
Brashler, Anne (2)
Briskin, Mae (3)
Briskin, Herbert (1)
Brown, Mary Ward (1)
Bukoski, Anthony (5)
Burke, James Lee (2)
Bumpus, Jerry (1)
Burrows, E.G. (5)
Calhoun, Claire (4)
Campbell, J.R. (2)
Bob Chambers (3)
Citino, David (1)
Ms. Cloutier (1)
Colby, Joan (10)
Copeland, Beth (4)
Costas, Dick (1)
Daggett, Ed (2)
Daugherty, Molly (10)
Davis, Jean (3)
Davis, William V. (4)
Dempster, Barry (10)
Devine, Eleanore (5)
Dickler, Howard (2)
Dickson, John (5)
Dillon, Millicent (4)
Distlheim, Rochelle (2)
Donovan, Rhoda (1)
Doyle, James (3)

Ascent, Correspondence & Manuscripts, 1976-77, E-J
Edwards, Margaret (2)
Edwards, Page (3)
Edwards, Susan (1)
Ellis, Gordon (2)
Ellison, Jessie (3)
E - ?, Richard (1)
Engdahl, Lee (2)
Fallis, Laurence (1)
Ferry, Peter (2)
F - ?, Jennie (1)
Fitzpatrick, David (2)
F - ?, Herbert (4)
Freok, George (3)
Freund, Edith (5)
F - ?, Anne Celeste (1)
Gallo, Louis (2)
Galvin, Brendan (5)
Gatto, Nicholas (12)
Gatto, Carla (2)
Gay, Harriet (2)
Gillon, Joseph (3)
Glaser, Elton (1)
Glaser, Isabel (1)
Goebel, Ulf (11)
Goedicke, Patricia (3)
Geotcheus, Allen A. (1)
Goldberg, Lester (7)
Goldman, Lloyd (2)
Graham, Taylor (2)
Gray, Patrick (1)
G - ?, Antoni (2)
Grossbardt, Andrew (2)
Guilford, Sarah (3)
Haharg, Lois (1)
Hahn, H.E., (2)
Mr. Haley (1)
Malliday, Mark (12)
Hammond, Karla (3)
Hanley, Lynne (4)
Hansen, Robert (1)
Harnisch, Robert (1)
Harper, Ken (2)
Harth, Sydney (8)
H - ?, Harvard (1)
H - ?, Glenn (1)
Hawksworth, Marjorie (2)
Hayes, Michael (4)
Hecht, Deborah (5)
Henry, DeWitt (2)
Henson, Robert (1)
Herzfelder, Richard (2)
Hill, Jay (2)
Hoffman, A.C. (1)
Hoffman, Carla (1)
Hopkins, J.F. (2)
Horne, Lewis (1)
Hubert, Karen (1)
Janik, Phyllis (1)
Jenkins, Deaderick (1)
Johnson, Christopher (2)
Johnson, Greg (1)
Johnson, Michael (1)
Johnson, Robert (2)
Josephs, Laurence (2)

**Ascent, Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1976-77, K-M**

K - ?, Larry (1)
Kane, William (1)
Katsimpalis, Melissa (4)
Katz, F.R. (2)
Kerr, Kathryn (7)
Kessler, Jascha (10)
Killian, Sean (1)
Kitaif, Theodore (2)
Knight, William (4)
Krane, David (2)
Linar, Linda (2)
Levy, Laurie (12)
Libbey, Elizabeth (3)
Lipinski, Michael (3)
Lovitt, Swep (2)
Low, David (2)
Lueders, Joel (1)
Lund, Roslyn Rosen (1)
McAffee, Thomas (2)
McCobe, Virginia (1)
McLane, Ken (6)
McComas, Marilyn (2)
McNatt, James (1)
McSween, Harold (2)
Madden, Deanna (1)
Malato, Marion Rouleau (1)
Malone, Michael (2)
Mr. Martin (1)
Meyer, David (1)
Michelson, Bruce (1)
Michelson, Richard (3)
Miller, Errol (7)
Miller, Judith (2)
Millman, Joan (5)
Mills, Ralph J. (7)
Morris, Taylor (2)
Purvis, John (2)
Moses, Ed (1)
Mufson, Jacob (5)
Murphy, Kay (3)
Murray, G.E. (2)

Box 5:

Ascent, Correspondence & Manuscripts, 1976-77, N-S
Navarre, Jane (2)
Naydan, Michael (3)
?, Len (2)
Ornstein, William (1)
Osborn, Carolyn (2)
Osthus, Steve (1)
Ostroff, Tony (2)
Page, William (1)
Parrish, Wendy (3)
Pearlman, Edith (2)
Petrie, Paul (6)
Petroski, Catherine (7)
Petroski, Henry (2)
Pierson, Philip (3)
Polek, Fran (1)
Porche, Don (1)
Powell, Enid (3)
Rachlin, Nahid (1)
Rankin, Paula (5)
Ray, Judy (1)
Ray, David (9)
Reichenbacher, David (2)
Richey, Thayr (1)
Robertson, Mary (2)
Robinson, Ann (2)
Anderson, Genene (1)
Rogers, Pattiann (2)
Rose, Daniel (4)
Roskolenko, Harry (4)
Salzmann, Jerome (3)
Sanders, Scott (4)
Sawdey, Barbara (2)
Schaefer, Ted (1)
Schaeffer, Glenn (1)
Schnessel, S. Michael (1)
Schoenfeldt, Stephanie (1)
Schott, Max (26)
Schulte, Janet (4)
Schulze, Kenneth (5)
Selz, Thalia (7)
Sher, Emily (1)
Shevin, David (3)
Short, Mickey (2)
Shulman, Sondra (2)
Simpson, Jr., Henry K. (1)
Painterskeen, Pamela (4)
Skloot, Floyd (8)
Skramstad, Susan (2)
Slomka, Anne (5)
Smith, David (5)
Smyth, George (6)
Strelow, Michael (1)
Sunlin, Johnette M. (2)
Spelius, Carol (2)
Spence, Elizabeth (2)
Stark, Craig (2)
Stedman, Arjyra (2)
Stock, Robert (4)
Stockanes, Anthony (2)
Stolar, Craig (1)
Stuart, Floyd C. (5)
Sullivan, Randy (1)
Sultan, Stanley (1)

Ascent, Correspondence & Manuscripts, 1976-77, T-Z
T - ?, Marcia (1)
Taylor, Robert (6)
Tessier, Gary (1)
Thomas, William (1)
Thompson, Phyllis (5)
Toy, Suey Ping (3)
Ty-Casper, Linda (1)
Van Nostrand, Catharine (1)
Van Wert, William (3)
Vargo, Chuck (4)
Vermillion, Bill (3)
Waidner, Fres (4)
Ward, Candice (3)
[Wasson], Audrey (1)
Watson, Lawrence (2)
Wellner, Melanie (2)
Welty, Eudora (2)
Stockanes, Harriet P. (1)
Will, Frederick (1)
Thompson, Richard E. (1)
Witham, James (1)
W - ?, Leslie (1)
Woods, Carl (2)
Yori, Tom (3)
Zamvil, Stella (2)
Ziller, Eugene (4)
Zimmerman, Joanne (6)

Ascent, Correspondence & Manuscripts, 1977-78, A-D
Allaback, Steven (2)
Adorjan, Carol (3)
Alphin, Karen (1)
Anderson, Kenneth (1)
Ballard, James (1)
Banks, Loy (1)
Baron, Mary (1)
B - ?, Steven (2)
Beagle, Donald (2)
Beck, Anne (2)
Beining, Guy (2)
Bell, J.P. (1)
Beres, Michael (5)
Bernstein, Jane (4)
Bertagnolli, Leslie (1)
Bialas, Dan (1)
Blumenthal, Fritz (1)
Bock, Frederick (2)
Borenstein, Audrey (2)
Boudreau, Jean (2)
Bracken, Tom (3)
Bradley, Sam (2)
Brontingham, Philip (1)
Brashler, Anne (3)
Briskin, Mae (4)
Brown, Sandra (2)
Brumm, Anne-Marie (2)
Bukoski, Anthony (4)
Bumpus, Jerry (1)
Burke, James (2)
Calhoun, Claire (4)
Campbell, Roy (4)
Campoin, Daniel (1)
Carter, Jared (7)
Bantchenko, Natalie (1)
Citino, David (2)
Clavin, Thomas (1)
Cohrs, Timothy (1)
Colby, Joan (14)
Copeland, Beth (1)
Dacey, Phil (2)
Daugherty, Molly (3)
Davidson, David (1)
Davidson, Lloyd (1)
Davis, Mary Alice (1)
Dempster, Barry (2)
Devine, Eleanore (2)
Dillon, Millicent (5)
Distelheim, Rochelle (7)
Donovan, Rhoda (1)
Dorsett, Thomas (1)
Dybek, Stuart (6)

Ascent, Correspondence & Manuscripts, 1977-78, E-K
Edwards, Page (4)
Ellison, Jessie (6)  
Engberg, Susan (1)  
Engler, Robert (1)  
Evans, Walter (1)  
Fialkowski, Barbara (2)  
F - ?, Jennie (5)  
Finkelstein, Miriam (5)  
Finkenbine, Mark (4)  
Finney, Ernest (4)  
Fitzpatrick, David (2)  
Fox, Robert (6)  
Francis, Herbert (2)  
Froscher, Wingate (4)  
Gallo, Louis (2)  
Gaspar, Frank (4)  
Gatto, Nicholas (2)  
Gibb, Robert (1)  
Gifford, William (2)  
Gilgun, John (1)  
Girault, Norton (2)  
Gish, Sherry (2)  
Goebel, Ulf (7)  
Goedicke, Patricia (6)  
Goldberg, Lester (6)  
Goldwater, Frances (8)  
Gordon, Emily Fox (2)  
Graham, Taylor (4)  
Gardner, John (1)  
Greenberg, Alvin (3)  
Griffin, Edith (2)  
Grossbardt, Andrew (8)  
Gregor, Arthur (2)  
Hall, David (4)  
H - ?, Mark (2)  
Hammond, Karla (1)  
Hanley, Lynne (7)  
Harnisch, Robert (1)  
Harth, Sydney (9)  
Harvey, Alexander (1)  
Hathaway, Jeanine (2)  
Hathaway, Stephen (5)  
Hecht, Deborah (7)
Heller, Janet Ruch (1)
Henry, John (2)
Hill, John (3)
Hill, Robert (5)
Hoffman, A.C. (8)
Hopkinson, Abdur-Rahman Slade (1)
Room, Hopwood (1)
Horne, Lewis (2)
Jafri, Talat (10)
Josephs, Laurence (1)
Joyce, William (2)

Ascent, Correspondence & Manuscripts, 1977-78, K-P
Katz, F.R. (1)
Kellman, Robbi (5)
Kerr, Kathryn (1)
Kessler, Jascha (21)
Kline, Nancy (2)
Knoepfle, John (2)
Krugel, Karla (1)
Kulkarni, V.S. (10)
Laird, Thomas (1)
Landress, S.R. (4)
Lefebure, Richard (1)
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?, Barry (1C 1L)
Acosta, Sofia (1C)
Adams, David (2L 3C)
Allaback, Steven (1C)
Anderson, Peggy (1L)
Atthowe, Jean (1C)
Aull, Bill (1C)
Bailey, Eric (1C)
Baldwin, Cheryl (1L 2C)
Bales, Eugene (1L 1C)
Barolini, Helen (1L)
Baruch, Franklin (1L 1C)
Barza, Steven (1L 1C)
Bass, James (2L 2C)
Bauer, Steven (2L 2C)
Bean, Kathryn (1L)
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Browne, Murray (1L)
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Buffalo State (2L 1C), University of N.Y. at Buffalo
Bukoski, Anthony (1L)
Burrows, E.G. (3L 1C MS)
Burton, Rafael (1C)
Butler, Marylin (1C)
Byrne, Andrew (2L 2C)
Campello Branch Library (1C)
Canzoneri, Bob (1L 2C)
Carroll, Jonathon (1L)
Carter, Jeb (1L 1C)
Cassill, Verlin (2L 2C)
Castlebury, John (1L 1C)
Chapman, Frances (1L 1C)
Chapin, Victor (4L 3C)
(Cross reference with John Schaffner, a literary agent)
Christopher, Nick
Cincinnati, Univ. of (1L)
Clarke, Linda (1L)
Cohen, Helen (1L 1C)
Colby, Joan (6L 6C)
Collier, Zena (1L 1C)
Colvin, Frances (1L 2C)
Cook, Marshall (6L 7C)
Coon, Judith (2L 2C)
Cooper, Judith (3C)
Cornell University Libraries-subscription
Court, Wesli (2C)
Crews, Judson (1L 1C)
Cuffel, Keith (1L)
Dell, Marcus (1L 1C)
Dentinger, Philip (1L 1C)
Devine, Eleanore (1L) (Eleanore is writing to Dan Curley about one of Dan’s stories)
Dickson, John (1L)
Dietsch, Jeanne (1L)
Dillon, Millicent (1L 1C) + 2 letters from Doubleday asking for permission to reprint a Dillon story in O. Henry Awards
Dilsaver, Paul (2L 3C)
Dobberstein, Michael (1C)
Dorset, Gerald (1C)
Doty, M.R. (1L 1C)
Douglas, Malachi (1C)
Dunlop, Lane (1L 2C)
Divorzanz, Helene (1L 1C) (the 1L is from Donald Reiman, Ms. Divorzanz’s husband)
Ebert, Roger-sent an order of numerous copies
Eaton, Charles Edward (2L)
?, James (1C)
Elman, Richard (2L 3C) (Elman sent book of John Howland Spyker (1C)
Emans, Elaine (1C)
Evanston Public Library-Vol. 5- $3.00
Everett, Bob (3L 3C)
Fahey, Christopher (1L 1C)
F.W. Faxon Company-cancellation of subscription
Fay, Steve (1L 1C)
Feeney, Joan (1L 1C)
Field, B.S. Jr. (3L 3C)
Fincke, Gary (1L)
Finkelstein, Miriam (1L 2C)
Fitzpatrick, David (1L)
Fitzgerald, John (1L 1C)
Francis, Herb (1C)
Friebart, Stuart (1C)
Ms. Friedrich (1C)
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Galvin, Brendan (5L 4C) + letter of permission to reprint a Galvin poem
Gatts, Nicholas (1L 1C)
George, Mary (1L 1C)
Gerard, Jim (1L)
Gerard, Linda (2C)
Giles, James (1L 1C)
Gillepsie, Netta
Givner, Joan (2L 1C)
Levine, Ellen (1L 1C) (agent for Eleanor Glaze)
Glenn, Laura (1L)
Goedicke, Patricia (1 Ms 2C)
Goldberg, Lester (9L 6C)
?, Lloyd (probably Goldman) (4L 2C)
Goldwater, Frances (1C)
Goodman, Carol (1L 1C)
Gordon, Eleanor (1C)
Gordon, Kirpal (1L)
Gould, William (1L 2C)
Granato, Carol (3L 1C)
Greenberg, Alria (1L 1C)
Guemsy (?), Bruce (1L 1C)
Hammond, Thomas (1L 1C) (inquiring about a subscription)
Hanley, William (1C)
Harris, Elizabeth (1L 1C)
Harth, Sydney (1L 1C)
Harwick College-subscription
Harvard College-Vol. 5 -$3.00
Hosan, Rabiul (1L + biography of author)
Heller, Prudence (1L)
Henry, DeWitt-letter asking Henry for advice
Herman, Joanne (1C)
Hill, Nellie (1L)
Hill, Wolf-subscription note
Hochstein, Rolaine (3L 2C)
Hodson, Betty
Hoffman, Carla (2L 2C)
Hoffman, Donald (1L)
Holden, Jonathon (2L 2C)
Hebald, Carol (1L 1C)
Horberg, Richard (5L 6C) + 1 Ms
Horne, Lewis (2C)
Hubbard, Patrick (1L 1C)
Inness-Brown, Elizabeth (4L 3C)
Iorio, Gary (1L 1C)
Iverson, Anita Marie (1L 1C)
Jackson, Dan (1L)
Japely, Christine (1L 1C)
Jenkins, Greg (3L 3C)
Johnson, Greg (5L 6C)
Judd, Joseph (1L)
Katz, France R. (2L 3C)
Kearns, Katherine (2L 2C)
Kelly, Patrick (3L 3C)
Kennedy. G.W. (1L)
King, Rima (1L 1C)
Knight, William (1L 1C)
Kobin, Joann (4L 2C)
Krasns, Francine (1L 1C)
Krause, Bonnie (1L)
Kridler, David (2L 2C)
Kurbat, Anne (1L)
Laser, Michael (1L 1C)
Leach, Gregg-subscription order
Lenn (?), Rick-from Bear Cult Press asking for permission to reprint from Ascent
Lerch, Sharon (4L 4C)
Lesley, Craig (4L 2C)
Leriant, Curt (3L 4C)
Ms. Levine (agent for Betty Hodson)
Levinson, Nan (1C)
Levy, Laury (1L)
?, Maurice (1L)
?, Mike (1L-order for subscription to be sent to Grennell College)
Lieberman, David (1L 1C)
Lieberman, Larry (1L 4C)
Lorenzo, ? (1L Ms) Poems by Sydney Lea, submitted by Lorenzo?
Light, James (1L 1C) Subscription
Linner, Anneliese (2L 2C) Subscription
Littwin, James (1L 1C)
Lloyd, Mary Jo (1L)
Looker, Tom (1L 1C)
Lund, Roslyn (2L 1C)
Lundell, Juliann April (2L 1C)
Lynds, Dennis (1L 1C)
McAleavey, David (4L 3C)
McClane Kenneth A. (2L 1C)
McCloskey, Mark (1C)
McCorquodale, Robin (1L 2C)
McDonald, Walt (3L 2C)
McKernan, John (1C)
McMahon, Michael (2L 2C + 1 page of Ms title page)
McManus, James (2L 4C)
McNiece, James (2L 3C)
McNiece, Mili V. (1L 2C)
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Marano, Russell (7L 3C)
Margolis, Elaine (1L 1C)
Marmorstein, Gary (2C)
Marrs, Larry (1C)
Martin, Therese (1L 1C)
Martin, William (1L)
Martone, Michael (1C)
Mason, Bobbie Ann
Maxson, Harry (1L 1C)
Maxwell, Margo (2L 2C)
Mays, Bruce (2L 2C)
Mazzeno, Laurence W. (1L)
Mesuer, Tom
Miklitsch, Robert (1C)
Milburn, Michael (1L 1C)
?, Mac (1C)
?, Ralph (1L) subscription
Milojkovic, Milutin (1L) subscription
Minnesota Libraries, Univ. of (1C) subscription
Mitchell, Lisa (6L 4C) 4 reviews 1 MS of "Mister Reich"
Moody, Rodger (1L)
Morris, Alan (4L 4C)
Moses, W.R. (2C)
Mufson, Jacob (2L 3C)
Murphy, Kay (1L 2C)
Murray, Jerry (1L 1C) + 1 note from Lieberman to Dan about Murray
Myers, Les (4L 3C)
Nadel, Alan (1L 1C)
Nagler, Mike (1C)
Neville, Susan (1C)
Oak Park Public Library-subscription
O'Connor, Teresa (1L 1C)
O'Connor, Patricia (1L 1C)
A.I.N. Oikonomides-10 subscriptions (4 pieces of information)
Oklahoma State University-subscription memo
Old Dominion University Library-Norfolk, VA-subscription
Osborn, Carolyn (1L 1C)
Ovitt, George (1C)
Freimont Paprotta (1 letter by Marcus Dell, agent)
Parker, Mary M.-subscription request
Pater, Alan F.-Editor Monitor Book Company (2 letters-one from, one to)
Paul(?), Sherman (1L 2C)
Paul, Jay (1L 1C)
Paulson, Kathryn (1L 1C)
Pearlman, Edith (2L 2C)
Penso, Kia (1L 1C)
Perkins, D.N (1C)
Pierman, Carol J. (1L 1C)
Plath, Sara F. (1L)
Plymell, Pam (1L 1C)
Poole, Thomas (1L 1C)
Pope, Robert (1L 1C)
Potter, Nancy (2C) 3 letters about subscriptions sent to State of Illinois Dept. of
Corrections from gift supplied by Nancy Potter)
Powell, Enid (1L 1C)
Qozi, Jaraid (1L)
Rachlin, Nahid (1L)
Raffel, Burton (1L)
Rambuch, Peggy D. (1L 1C)
Ravenel, Shannon (1L 4C)
Ray, David (3L 5C)
Read, Doris (6L 4C)
Reichenbacher, David (3L 4C)
Reinhardt, Emily (1C)
Reiter, Thomas (2L 2C)
Reynolds, Audrey (1L)
Richmond, Rosemary (2L 2C)
Roberts, Len (2L 2C)
Robertson, Mary Elsie (1L)
Robin, Ralph (1L 1C)
Robinson, Leonard (1L 1C)
Rokay, Janka Maria (1C)
Romjue, John (1L)
Romtruedt, David (3L 1C)
Rosenfeld, Rita (1L)
Rudd, Gail (1C)
Runclman, Lex (2L 2C)
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Saltman, Art (1L 1C)
Sanford, Richard (2L)
Sangamon State University Library-subscription
Satterthwaite, Helen-letter of congratulation
Schaefer, Ted (1C)
Schaffner, John-Literary Agent (8 letters includes correspondence with Victor Chapin with frequent reference to Nick Christopher's poems)
Schinto, J. (1L 1C)
Schorb, E.M. (1L)
?, Max (1L 2C)
Seliq, Bob (4L 2C)
Short Stories (Best American)-Editor wrote letter to G.A. Miller Endowment Committee
Selz, Thalia (3L 4C) 1 page of MS
Serchuk, Peter (1L 2C)
Shatraun, Harriet (1L)
Sher, Steven (4L 2C)
Sherick, Michael (2L 1C)
Shulman, Sondra (1L 1C)
Siegel, Julie (1L 1C)
Simmons, Roger (1L 3C)
Simon, Edward (1L 1C about not being able to cash a check)
Singer, I. Bashevis (1L)
Skloot, Floyd (2L 3C)
Skramstad, Susan (2L 2C)
Slaon, D.V. (1L)
Slomka, Anne (8L 5C)
Smedley, Georgie (4L 3C)
Smith, Larry (3L 2C)
Smolene, John (2L 2C)
Smyth, George (1L 5C)
Sorokin, Mark (1C)
Southern Illinois University Library-subscription
Spallone, Marco-request for sample copy
Speer, Laurel (1L 2C)
Stark, Craig (1C)
Statman, Mark (1L)
Stedman, Arjyra (1L 1C)
Steinberg, Alan (1L)
Sterett, Jane (1L 2C)
Stix, Judith (4L 3C)
Storey, Howard (2C)
Sultan, Stan (1L)
Sivan, Gladys (1L 1C)
Sweet, Nanora (1L 1C)
Swiss, Thom (1L)
Targan, Barry (1L 2C)
Taylor, Robert (1L 1C)
Tefft, Dorothy (1C)
Tench, Richard (6L 6C)
Tervalon, Jervey (1L 1C)
Tetlow, Wendolyn (2L 3C)
Texas, University of-subscription
Thayumanavan, S. (1L 1C)
Thomas, Annabel (1C)
Thompson, Jean -review of The Gasoline Wars in Kirkus Reviews + 1 letter to Sister ? and poems sent to Jean Thompson from Gail Rudd
Tiersten, Irene (1L 1C)
Tijerina, Kathleen (1L)
Tomosula, Steve (1C)
Tortorice, John (3L 3C)
Toth, Susan (2L 2C)
Treitel, Margot (1L 2C)
Trimble, Mary (1C)
Trivelpiece, L. (1L)
Tucci, Linda (1L 1C)
Urdang, Constance (6L 7C)
Valenta, Helen (3L 4C)
VanWert, Bill (2L 3C)
Vereker, Elliot (2L 1C)
Vermillion, Bill (3C)
Vermont College-subscription
Vest, Patricia -subscription
Wagner, Anneliese (3L 3C)
Waksler, Norman-4 letters (3 about permission to reprint Waksler story, a list od subscribers sent by Waksler)
Walker, Sheila (1L 1C)
Wanek, Connie (1L 1C)
Washington University-subscription
Wukas, Mark-subscription
Webb, Frances (2L 2C)
Weingant, Liselotte (1L)
Weisenburger, Steven (1C)
Whalen, Tom (1L)
Whisler, Robert (1C)
Willett, Jincey (1L)
Willey, Margaret (1L 1C)
Wilmette Public Library-subscription
Wilson, Gary (1L 1C)
Wilson, Matthew (1L 2C)
Wilson, Mike (1L)
Winn, Howard (1L 1C)
Wisconsin Memorial Library, Madison-subscription
Ylvisaker, Miriam (2L1C)
Yttri, Steven (1L 1C)-subscription
Zak, Vicki Jo (3L 1C)
Zamvil, Stella (3L 4C)
Zelver, Patricia (1L 1C)
Ziller, Eugene (1C)
Zimmerman, Joanne (1L 4C + 1 page of MS)
Zonka - 8 subscriptions to Ascent
?, Connie

General Correspondence, 1979-80
Contents page, contributor identifications and review ratings. Hereafter cited as production documents.

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, A-C, 1980-81
Adang, Rick (1L)
Ali, Agha-Shahid (4L 3C)
Allaback, Steven (1C)
Amendola, Pat (1C)
Amos, Paul (1L 1C)
Apt, ? (Sharman Russell-confusing name) (5L 4C, 1 MS)
Ardizzone, Tony (1L 1C)
Atkinson, Charlotte (1L 1C)
Atwood, Barbara (2L 5C)
?, Grace (1C)
Baer, Tom (1L 1D-ams)
Ball, Angela (2L 2C)
Barker, Wendy (1L)
Barnes, Candyce (1L 1C)
Barnes, Jim (1L 1C)
Barza, Steven (1L 1C)
Barolini, Helen (1L 1C)
Bass, James (2L 2C)
?, Steven (2L 3C)
Benedict, Elizabeth (2L 2C)
Bilgere, George (4L 3C)
Birdsall, Jane (2L 4C)
Black, Janet Lindquist (2L)
Blecher, George (3L 1C)
?, Fred (1L 1C) a poem of his ? in Ascent
Bocock, Maclin (1L 1C)
Bollack, Shirley (2L 1C)
Bradley, Ardyth (1c)
Brandeis, Toni-subscription
Brent, Frances (1L 1C)
?, Mae (2L)
Brodick, Jeffrey (1C)
Bromley, Ann (1L 2C)
Brown, Melissa (1L 1C) actual name on stationary: Melissa Brown Pritchard
Bucknell University-subscription
Burritt, Mary (2C 1MS)
Caddell, Marsha (1L)
Camoin, Francois (1C)
Campion, Daniel (1L 1C)
Canzoneri, Bob (1L1C)
Carey, Sarah (1C)
Carlson, R. (2L 2C)
Carter, Jared (1C + permit to reprint a poem)
Chamales, Larry (2L 1C)
Chernoff, Maxine (3L 3C)
Chojnacki, Gilbert (1L 1C)
Chrsitopher, Nicholas-permission to Random House to reprint stories + (4L 4C) + 1
biographical sketch-Victor Chapin of John Schaffner Associated in Agent
Clancy, Sara (1L)
Clavin, Thomas (1C)
Cleghorn, James (1L 1C)
Coffin, Lyn (2L 2C)
Coggeshall, Rosanne (1L 1C)
Colby, Joan- 1 page of MS + (7L 5C)
Colvin, Frances (1C)
Combs, Maxine (1L 1C)
Contemporary Literary Criticism-about Ascent
Cook, Marshall (3L 8C)
Cox, Steve (1C)
Cream City Review-request for exchange of magazines
Cummings, Kathy-letters about subscriptions

D-F, 1980-81
Dacey, Phil (1L 2C)
Dagenais, John (1C)
Dalen, Mark (1L 1C)
Darcy, James (1L)
Davis, Olivia (2C)
Deverman, Ron-request for copy
Devine, Eleanore (2L 2C)
Dilsaver, Paul (2L 3C)
Dow, Jan Henson (1L)
Earleywine, Robert (2L 2C)
Easley, Rex (2L 2C)
Eaton, Charles Edward (1L)
Ebsco Subscription Services-2 subscriptions
Edwards, Duane (1L)
Eidus, Janice (2L 1C)
Ellison, Jessie (1C)
Erbe, Pamela (1L 1C)
Evanier, David (4L 4C)
Everett, Robert (2L 2C)
Fax on-9 pieces of correspondence about subscription mix up frustrating to Dan Curley
?, Jenny (1C)
Finkelstein, Miriam (2L 1C)
Florida State University-subscription
Fortier, Mardelle Eide (1L)
Framatone-letter about copies of magazine
Frazer, Timothy (1L)
Frederick, K.C. (1L)
Freund, Edith (1C)

Box 9:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, G-H, 1980-81
G?, John (1L)
Galvin, Brendan (5L 8C)
Gans, Bruce (4L 4C)
Gatto, Nicholas (1L 1C)
Geha, Joseph (4L 2C)
Gillespie, Netta (1L 2C)
Girard, Linda (5L 6C)
Givner, Joan (1L 1C)
Goebel, Ulf (1L 1C) + biographical note
Goedicke, Patricia (1L 1C)
Goldberg, Lester (5L 5C)
Lloyd (at Jersey City State College) (1L 1C)
Gollata, James A. -subscription
Goodenough, Judith (2L 2C) + MS of poem (handwritten and typed)
Goodman, Carol (3L 3C)
Gordon, Roberta (6L 7C)
Al (at Macalester College) (1L 1C)
Gregory, Carolyn (3L 3C)
Gridley, Sam -subscription
Grossman, Patricia (3L 3C) + 1 page of suggestions on MS
Guernsey, Bruce (2L 2C)
Gurley, George (3L 3C)
Hadkle, Mors (1L)
Hanley, Lynne (1L 1C)
Harriet, Sid (1C)
Harris, Ed (1C)
Harris, Elizabeth (1L 1C)
Harriss, Ian -subscription letters
Harth, Sydney (5L 5C) + suggestions for revisions in MS
Harvey, Alexander (1L 1C)
Hash (1) -subscription
Hathaway, Jeanine (1C)
Hebald, Carol (1L)
Heller, Janet Ruth (1L)
Henkes, Mark (1L)
Herrington, Neva (2L 1C) 1 page of MS
Hill, Robert (8) (4L 4C)
SPH (1) -from Department of Slavic Languages
Hofer, Mariann (1C)
Hoffman, A.C. (1L 7C)
Holden, Jonathon (3L 2C)
Horberg, Richard (8) (4L 3C) + 1 page of MS
Horne, Leis (1C)
Horowitz, Shirley (2L 2C)
Howard, Jean (1L 1C)
Hummer, Terry R. (3) (2L 1C)

I-M
Ikan, Ron (1L 1C)
Illinois Foundation (permission to have story reprinted)
Illinois Writers Inc.-invitation to read at Illinois Writers Conference and acceptance
Inness-Brown, Elizabeth (4L 3C + 1 "rights")
Jacob, Clara (1C)
Jafri, Talat (3L 3C) + MS
Janik, Phyllis (2L 1C)
Jersey City College Library (1)-about a subscription
Johnson, Greg (5) (1L 4C)
Joiner, Lynn (1) (1C) permission granted to reprint Norma Farber's poem "Sounding By Night"
Jones, Ann (6) (3L 3C)
Joyner, William (6) (3L 3C + 1 MS)
Kaha, Catherine (2) (1L 1C)
Karanikas, Marianthe (2) (1L 1C)
?, Fran (1) (1C)
Kennedy, X. J. (1) (1L)
Kercheval, Jesse Lee (1) (1L)
Kerr, Kathryn (3) (1L 2C)
Kilgore, John (2) (1L 1C)
Kimmy, John (3) (3C)
Knoeller, Christian (2) (2C)
Knutson, Nancy (6) (3L 3C)
Kobin, Joann (6) (3L 3C)
Korshak, Sharon (1) (1C)
Kostelanez, Richard (3) (1L 2C)
Kozak, Florence Ann (1) (1L)
Krishnan, V. (5) (2L 2C + 1 copy of New Quest magazine)
Lasswell, Mark (2) (1L 1C)
Lawn, Rita (6) (3L 3C)
Lesley, Craig (1) (1C)
Leviant, Curt (10) (5L 5C)
Levine, Jack (2) (2L)
Levinson, Nan (2) (1L 1C)
?, Mike (2) (1L 1C)
Licht-Tully, C. (1) (1L)
?, Larry (1) (1C)
Lifson, Martha (6) (3L 3C)
Lindsey, Jim (2)
Lish, Gordon (1) (1C)
Lo Bue, James J. (2) (1L 1C)
Louie, David (2) (1L 1C)
Lynds, Dennis (3) (1L 2C)
McCarthy, Kevin (2) (1L 1C)
McClelland, Ben W. (2) (1L 1C)
?, Walt (1) (1C)
McFarland, David (1) (1C)
McInery, Dennis (2) (1L 1C)
McKernan, John (1) (1C)
McManus, James (2) (1L 1C)
McMullan, Margaret (2) (1L 1C)
McNiece, James (3) (3C)
Mokuck, Peter (4) (2L 2C)
Malish, David (3) (2L 1C)
Malone, Michael Patrick (1) (1L)
Mane, Diana (1) (1L)
Martone, Michael (3) (3C)
Mason, Bobbie (2) (1L 1C)
Mason, David (2) (1L 1C)
Mason, Gardener (2) (1L 1C)
Massat, Carol (3) (1L 2C)
Matthews, Jack (3) (1L 2C)
Maxwell, Anna (1) (1C)
Messerli, Douglas (2) (1L 1C) Ascent selected for inclusion in Index to Periodical Fiction
Miklitsch, Robert (1) (1C)
Milburn, Michael (2) (1L 1C)
Millman, Joan (2) (1L 1C)
Serials Records
University of Minnesota Libraries (2) (2C)
Mitchell, Lisa (1) (1L)
Mizruchi, Susan (2) (1L 1C)
Moore-Cottrell Subscription (7) (4 from agency) (3C)
Morris, Allan (5) (4L 1C)
?, Kay (3) (1L 2C)
Murray, G.E. (1) (1L)

N-S
Neill, Diane Crocker (1) (1C)
Neville, Susan (2) (1L 1C)
Noll, L.B. (1) (1L)
Novick, Marian (6) (3L 3C)
Nudelman, Jane (5) (2L 3C)
Oklahoma State University (2) (1L 1C about subscription)
Olsen, Scott (4) (2L 2C)
Olson, Ruth (2) (1L 1C)
Osborn, Carolyn (4) (2L 2C)
Palencia, Elaine (3) (2L 1C)
Pau-Llosa, Ricardo (3) (2L 1C)
Paulsen, Kathryn (6) (3L 3C)
Pearlman, Edith (4) (2L 2C)
Pearn, Victor (1) (1L)
Penney, Neil (1) (1L)
Peterson, Levi (4) (1L 3C)
Petesch, Natalie (2) (1L 1C)
?, David (1) (1C)
Pierman, Carol (2) (1L 1C)
Pinsker, Sanford (1) (1C)
Powers, Bill (4) (2L 2C)
Pushcart Press (3) (2C + page asking for nomination)
Rahmann, Pat (3) (2L 1C)
Random House (1) (Requesting material for Random Review an anthology of "best"
Ravenel, Shannon (3) (1L 2C) (Ascent's contributions to Best American Short Stories)
Ray, David (9) (4L 5C)
Read, Doris (6) (3L 3C)
Reichenbacher, David (3) (1L 2C)
Reinhardt, Emily (1) (1C)
Rheinheimer, Kurt (2) (2C)
Rice, Luanne (2) (1L 1C)
Richardson, Miles (3) (1L 2C)
Robbins, Susannah (4) (2L 2C)
Roberts, Dorothy (1) (1C)
Roberts, Len (2) (1L 1C)
Robinson, Leonard (2) (1L 1C)
Romvedt, David (2) (1L 1C)
Rosenberg, L.M. (2) (1L 1C)
Roughton, Becke (2) (1L 1C)
Runciman, Lex (2) (1L 1C)
Schaefuer, Ted (1) (1C)
Schintro, Jeanne (2) (1L 1C)
Schorb, E.M. (3) (1L 2C)
Schot, Max (3) (1L 2C)
Schwartz, Wendy C. (1) (1L)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schwartzberg, Cindie</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott-Fleming, Sonia</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7L 5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?, Thalia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?, Joe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sennewald, Mary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewell, Robert</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sher, Steven</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skloot, Floyd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skramstad, Susan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?, Anne</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Jacqueline</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smolens, John</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1L 2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smyth, George W.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2L 3C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacks, Barry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stix, Judith</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5L 6C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storey, Howard</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stover, Joseph</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stryk, Dan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson, Robert</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss, Tom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**T-Z**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tager, Marcia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targan, Barry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Robert</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tervalon, Jervey</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thierfelder, William R. III</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treitel, Margot</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremmel, Robert</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimble, Mary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troglie, Paul</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdang, Constance(10)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valenta, Helen</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3L 3C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver Magazine Service Ltd.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermillion, Bill</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Serials Division**

- Washington University (St. Louis) 1 subscription

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Larry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Frances</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3L 4C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wegner, Robert</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1L 1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisman, Dan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitlow, Hubert</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Willey, Margaret (2) (1L 1C)
Wilson, Gary (2) (1L 1C)
?, Leslie (2) (1L 1C)
Yori, Tom (2) (1L 1C)
Yttri, Steven (1) (1C) subscription
Zamvil, Stello Savage (2) (1L 1C) subscription
Zagaria, Joseph (1) (subscription)
Zimmerman, Joanne (2) (1L 1C)
Zupkus, Robert (2) (1L 1C)
Zurewski, Philip J. (1) (1L)

A-C, 1981-82
Abbott, Lee (1) (1C)
Abler, Elizabeth (1) (1L)
Albert, Alan (2) (1L 1C)
Allaback, Steven (1) (1C)
Ardizzone, Tony (2) (1L 1C)
Arney, Helen Troisi (1) (1L)
Ashlock, Alex (4) (1L 3C)
Atthowe, Jean (1) (1C)
Atwood, Barbara (23) (2L 1C)
Atwood, Margaret (1) (1C)
Bache, Ellyn (1) (1L)
Friedman, Paul (2) (1L 1C)
Barnes, Jim (3) (2L 1C)
Bass, James (8) (4L 4C)
Barney, Karpfinger (2) (1L 1C) letter from a literary agent about John Batchelor
Baxter, Charles (2) (1L 1C)
Beisser, Lillian (4) (2L 2C)
Belser, David (1) (1C)
Benson, Martha (2) (1L 1C)
Berkeley, David S. (1) (1L)
Berland, Jayne (1L)
Berris, Sandra (1) (1C)
Bettman, Maur? (6) (3L 3C)
Bilgere, George (7) (3L 4C)
Billigheimer, Rachel V. (2) (1L 1C)
Bingham, Sallie (6) (3L 3C)
Birdsall, Jane (4) (2L 2C)
Bishop, Wendy (1) (1L)
Bloomfield, Maureen (2) (1L 1C)
Blumenthal, Marcia (1) (1C)
Bollock, Shirley (2) (1L 1C)
Bonnie, Kathleen (7) (4L 3C)
Bosley, Deborah (7) (3L 4C)
?, Moe (9) (4L 5C) (includes a six page criticism of a story)
Bromley, Anne (2) (2C)
Brooks, Ben (4) (2L 2C)
Brown, Alan (14) (7L 7C)
Chapin, Victor (6) (3L 3C) (These are from literary agents about Mary Ward Brown and Nick Christopher)
Brown-Pritchard, Melissa (2) (1L 1C)
Bukowski, Anthony (2) (1L1C)
Burdick, F. Oliver (1) (1L)
Burritt, Mary (1) (1C)
Burrows, E.G. (11) (5L 6C) + 2 MS poems
Butterfield, Clare (1) (1L)
Byrne, Andrew (2) (1L 1C)
Calhoun, Joy (4) (2L 2C)
Campion, Daniel (6) (3L 3C)
Carter, Peggy (1) (1L)
Chamales, Larry (2) (1L 1C)
Chamberlain, Carolyn (3) (1L 2C)
Chernoff, Maxine (2) (1L 1C)
Clavin, Thomas (2) (1L 1C)
Coats, Tim (2) (1L 1C)
Coggeshall, R. (2) (1L 1C)
Cohen, Helen (12) (6L 5C) + 1 subscription order
Colby, Joan (13) (6L 6C) + 1 MS
Collinson, C.W. (1) (1C)
Colvin, Francis (1) (1C)
Combs, Maxine (4) (2L 2C)
Cook, Marshall (5) (1L 4C)
Cooper, Judith (2) (1L 1C)
Cording, Robert (2) (1L 1C)
Cunningham, Laura (4) (2L 2C)

Box 10:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, D-G, 1981-82
Daley, Ann (1C)
Daniels, Jim (1L)
Danker, Rodney (4 letters_2 to, 2 from_subscription)
Davis, Olivia (4L 2C)
Decker, Janet (1L)
Devine, Eleanore (2L 2C)
Dilsaver, Paul (2L 3C)
Distelheim, Rochelle (3C)
Doreski, William (3L 2C)
Dorman, Sonya (poem sent by Victoria Chapin of John Schaffner, literary agent)
Dow, John Henson (1L)
Drummond, Sara Ringle (1L)
Dunn, Susan (1L 1C)
Eaton, Charles Edward (2L)
Ebsco Subscription Service- St Patrick's College Library+ 5 letters of frustration to Ebsco about various subscriptions to various universities)
Ehret, James (1C)
Eichwald, Richard (1L 1C)
Ellison, Jessie (2C)
Elsaesser, Tom (2L 1C)
Emmanuel, Benny (1C)
Erdrich, Louise (1C)
Faxon, T.W.-letters about subscriptions through Faxon agency
Finkel, Don (1C)
Finkelstein, Miriam (1L 2C)
Fisher, Nathan (1L 1C)
Frederick, K.C. (1L 1C)
Frisch, Mark (1L)
Galvin, Brendan (4L 1C) + permission to reprint poems in collection by U. of Georgia Press)
Gans, Bruce Michael (2L 2C)
Gerlach, John (2L 2C) + 2 MS's
Gillespie, Netta (1L 1C)
Gilmartin, Arthur (1L 1C)
Girard, Linda (1L 1C)
Givner, Joan (7L 5C) + 1 MS + 1 p. Vitae
Glenn, Laura (1L)
Goldberg, Lester (12 L 6C) + 2 pictures
Goodenough, Judith (5L 2C) + 1 MS
Goodman, Carol (2L 2C)
Gordon, Roberta (3L 2C)
Graber, Kenneth (1C)
Gray, Michael (5L 4C)
Gridley, Sam (2L 2C)
Griesemer, John (1L 1C)
Guernsey, Bruce (3L 3C) + permission to print poems in book published by U. of
Pittsburgh Press

H-Mc
Hales, Corinne (2C)
Halm, Cindra (1L)
Hammer, Richard (1C)
Hanley, Lynne (1L 1C)
Hansell, W. H. (1L 1C)
Harth, Sydney (6L 6C) + 1 newspaper clipping
Harvey, Miles (1L 1C)
Harper, Susan (inquiry about sample copy)
Haskell, Glenn (renewal)
?, Baxter (1C-permission to reprint)
Hathaway, Der (1L 2C)
?, Mark- letter about Hathaway's story
Hayes, Tom (1L 1C)
Healy, Michael (1L 1C)
Heinz, Kevin (1L 1C)
Hendrick, George-request to send copy of Ascent to editor of Descant at Texas Christian U.
Henkes, Mark (2L 1C)
Harrington, Neva (2L 3C) + gift subscription order
Hickman, Martha (1L 1C)
Hoffman, A.C. (2L 2C)
Hoffman, Carla (1L 1C)
Hoffman, Carole (1L 1C)
Horberg, Richard (5L 4C)
Horowitz, Shirley (1L 1C)
Hughes, Jeffrey (1L)
Hummer, Terry (2L 2C) + permission to reprint poems in Index of American Periodical Verse:1980
Jafri, Talat-donation to Ascent (1L 1C)
James, David (3C)
Janowitz, Toma? (1L)
Jenkins, Louis (2L 1C)
Jennings, Karla (1L 1C)
Johnson, Greg (4L 6C) + copy of Southern Humanities Review with a Greg Johnson story
Joyner, William (2L 2C)
Kaha, Catherine (1L 1C)
Kalamaras, Angola (1L)
Kandle, Linda (1L 1C)
Karanikas, Marianthe (1L)
Katz, Fran (1L 1C)
Kell, Christine—subscription order
Kelm, Karlton (3L 3C)
Kerr, Kathryn (1C commenting on an Illinois Arts Council prize)
?, Jack (1L with an extra copy of letter)
Kilgore, John (1L 1C)
Kimmet, Gene (2L 5C)
Kimmy, John (2C)
King, Pat (1L 1C)
King, Brian (1L)
Kline, Nancy (1C)
Knutson, Nancy (1L)
Kobin, Joann (2L 2C)
Kompanely, Michael (1C)
Krishnan, V. (4L—includes letters about subscription)
Krummer, George (1C)
La Salle, Peter (1L 1C)
Laser, Michael (1L)
Leach, Greg—subscription
Lee, Jo Anne (1L)
Lefebure, Stephen (1L 2C)
Lerch, Sharon (4L 4C)
Lesley, Craig (1L)
Leviant, Curt (3L 1C)
Levinson, Nan (1C)
Lewis, Dan (1C)
Lindblad, Lois (1C)
Lindner, Carl (1L)
Littwin, J. (1C)
Lorente, Rodrigo (1C)
London, Jonathon (1L 1C)
Lund, Roslyn (1L)
Lynds, Dennis (1C)
McCloskey, Robin (1L 1C)
McColley, Diane (1L 1C)
McDaniel, Mary (1C)
McFarland, David (4L 14C)
McInerny, Dennis (1L 1C)
McLoughlin, Walt (1L)
McMullan, Margaret (1L 1C)
M-P
Maloon, James (1L 1C)
Marcus, Mordecai (1L 1C)
Margolis, Elaine (4L 5C)
Marshall, J.M. (1C)
Marshall, Leslie (1L 1C)
Martone, Michael (2L 1C)
Mason, Bobbie Ann (4L 2C)
Matthews, Jack (1L 1C)
Mayer, Stanley (2C)
Meade, Richard (1C)
Meyer, Patricia (1L 1C)
Meyer, Stanley (1C)
Meyer, William (1C) 4 MS's
Millman, Joan (1L 1C)
Mills, Ralph (1L 1C)
Minor, William (1L 2C)
Moore-Cottrell Subscription Agency
Mootry, Maria: as a member of Illinois Arts Council will review Ascent
Morris, Allan (4L 3C)
Murphy, Jim (1L)
Murray, G.E. (8L 5C) + 1 MS
Myers, Leslie (1L 1C)
Nadratowski, Debbie (1L)
Naville, S.H. (1C about a subscription)
Neil, Diane (2C)
Normal Public Library- Ascent put on display
Novick, Marian (4L 2C)
Nudelman, Jane (5L 3C)
Nyberg, Ben (1C)
Osborn, Mary Ann (2L 1C)
Owen, John E. (3L)
Palmer, Ruth (1L 1C)
Parker, Tom (2L 2C)
Paschal, Hugh (request for permission to use on article by Karl Zink)
Paul, James (1L 1C)
Pau-Losa, Ricardo (3L 2C)
Paulsen, Kathryn (3L 2C)
Pearlman, Edith (1L 2C)
Peitz, John (1L)
Penn, Barbara (material submitted by John Schaffner, Literary Agent Victor Chopin)
Pentonex, Dawn-check for copy of magazine
Percikow, Henri (1L 1C)
Perrone, Charles - subscription
Peterson, Levi (2L 1C)
Peterson, Liz (1C)
Pichaske, David (request for mailing list)
Pierman, Carol (3L 2C)
Powers, Bill (5L 5C)
Prokosch, Frederic - letter from John Schaffner, literary agent
Puschart Press - 3 letters concerning nominations for entry into Pushchart Prize Series - and nominating Miriam Finkelstein's "Two Days in Albany"

R-S
Rachel, Naomi (1L)
Rachlin, Naihd (3L 3C)
Rahmann, Pat (2L)
Random House - request for copies of Ascent to consider materials for the Random House Review
Rappaport, Marilyn (1L 1C)
Read, Doris (3L 3C)
Reichenbacher, David (1L 3C)
Reinhardt, Emily (1L 2C)
Reiter, Thomas (1L)
Rheinheimer, Kurt (2C)
Rice, Luanne (8L 7C)
Riemer, Ruby (3L 2C) + copy of a book review by Ruby Riemer
Riess, Susan (1L 1C)
Riseley, Stephanie (1L 2C)
Rivard, Kenneth (1L 1C)
Roarty, Joe (2L 2C)
Roberts, Nancy (1C)
Robinson, Ruselle (1L 1C)
Romjue, John (2L)
Romtredt, David (2L 2C)
Rosenberg, Liz (1L 1C)
Rowe, Dave (1L 1C) + 10 pp. of MS poetry which Dan described as "probably doggerel"
Ryberg, Barbara (2C)
Salvaggio, Ruth (1L 2C)
Salzer, Otto (1L 1C)
Sanderson, James (1L 1C)
Sapia, Yvonne (1L 1C)
Schinto, Jeanne (8L 4C) + 1p. of MS
Schneider, Sue - letter about gift subscriptions
Schorb, E.M. (2L)
Schott, Carol (1L)
Schuster, Joseph (1L 1C)
Sewartz, Lynne (1C)
Schwartz, Wendy (1L 1C)
Schwartzberg, Cindie-letter about subscription
Scott, Aaron (1C)
Scott, Al (1L)
Selig, Bob (4L 5C)
?, Thalia (2L 2C) + subscription order
Sesling, Zvi (1L 1C)
Shelton, Mark (1L)
Short, Amy (1L) request for copy of Ascent
Shuman, Baird-subscription gift order
Simms, Dr. Norman-letter about exchange agreement
Skolnik, Sara (4L 5C)
Skloot, Floyd (1C)
Slomka, Anne (1L 1C)
Smedley, Georgie (1L)
Smith, Larry (1L 2C)
Smith, Jamieson (2C)
Smyth, George (2L)
Southern Illinois U.-invoice covering a subscription
Sparks, Barry (1L)
Sperry, Cate (1L 1C)
Steffey, Duane (1C)
Stix, Judy (3L 5C)
Stobart and Son Ltd.- 2 letters regarding subscription
Stockanes, Harriet (2L 3C)
Stover, Joe (2C)
Sun Joo Kwan-letters about subscription
Swanson, Robert-letters about subscription
Sweet, Nanora (3L 4C)
Swiss, Thomas (2L 2C)

T-Z
Targan, Barry (1L 1C)
Taube, Myron (1C)
Taylor, Robert (1L 1C)
Tedlock, David (4L 4C)
Tetlow, Wendolyn? (1L 1C)
Texas Tech U.-subscription
Thompson, Jean-note about manuscripts
Townsley, Thomas (2L 3C)
Treitel, Margot (2C)
Tremmel, Robert (1C)
Trimble, Mary (1C)
Troy, Judy (1L 1C)
Turco, Lewis (1C)
Urdang, Constance (1L 1C)
Vancourse-letter about a subscription
VanWert, William-request for permission to print a story that appeared in Ascent
Vermillion, Bill (1C)
Vogelsang, Arthur-request for permission to reprint a poem originally in Ascent
Vogt, Mary (1L 3C)
Volmer, Janet (1C)
Wagner, Anneliese (1C)
Walsh, Harry (1L 1C)
Watson, Larry (2L 3C)
Webb, Frances (3L 3C)
?, Harvey (1C)
Wegner, Robert (1L 1C)
Weir, Ann Lowry-letter from U. of Illinois Press about possibility of publishing Illinois Short Fiction anthology; reply from Dan
White, Gail (1C)
White, J.P. (1L)
Wilson, Gary (1L 1C)
Winston, Maria (3L 3C) + 1 MS
?, Leslie (1C)
Yori, Tom (1L 1C)
?, Clem
Young, D. R. (1C)
Zeldis, David (1C)
Zimmerman, Joanne (2L 3C)
Ziran, Golan (1L)
Zupkus Robert (1L 1C)
Zomvil, Stella-subscription letter
ZurSchmiede, Thomas (1L 1C)

General Correspondence, 1981-82
All but three letters put in the folders with correspondence by same author. Unidentified:
?, Mae
?, Roberta
Folders of addresses and rough drafts of Ascent, Vol. 7-1981-82 left as is and not listed in any fashion.

Production Documents, 1981-82

Box 11:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, A-B, 1982-83

Abbott, Lee (2L 3C)
Ascent- letter from U. of Illinois Foundation regarding copyright
Ackerman, Felicia (1L 1C)
Adler, Carl (1L)
Akkerman, F.H. (2C)
Allen, Barbara (1L 1C)
Ancipink, Melanie (1L 1C)
Andermann, Guri (3L 3C)
Anderson, James (1L)
Arbur Books-order for 60 copies of V.3, N.3 and reply
Ardizzone, Tony (3L 3C)
Arieff, Diane (1L 1C)
Arizona State U.-subscription
Arlington Heights Memorial Library-subscription
Armstrong, Cherryl (2L 2C)
Arney, Helen (1L 1C)
Arnold, Kevin (1C)
Atkins, Jeannine (1L 1C)
Aull, Bill-subscription as a gift
Avery, D.L. (2L 2C)
Bache, Ellen (4L 4C)
Baer, Thomas (1L 1C) + 2 MS of poems
Baker, Larry (1L 1C)
Bales, Eugene (2L 4C)
Barolini, Helen (2L 1C)
Barrington, Ava-Library subscription
Bass, James (2L 3C)
Behan, Marie (2L 2C)
Bettman, Mrs. Alfred (1L)
Bigelow, Anne (1L 1C)
Bigere, George (4L 4C)
Bingham, Sallie (1L + note from Jean Thompson + resume of Bingham)
Birdsall, Jane (1L 2C)
Blaisdell, Bob (2L 4C)
B?, John (1L 1C) asking about format
Bloomfield, Maureen (1L)
Bock, Conrad (1L 1C) + death notice of Frederick Bock
Boley International-letter about subscription
Bollock, Shirley (1L 1C)
Bonnie, Kathleen (3L 2C)
Borenstein, Audrey-subscription letter
Boyer, Dale (1L)
Brandabur, Susan-subscription
Brashlen, Anne (1C)
Bromley, Anne (1L 3C)
Brooks, Ben (4L 4C)
Brown, Mary Ward (7L 8C) + 1 MS of short story
Buffalo State U.-subscription
Bukoski, Anthony (1L 1C)
Burrows E.G. (1L 2C)
Butterfield, Evan (1C)

C-D
Calhoun, Joy (1L)
Camoin, Francois (1L 1C)
Campion, Daniel (1L 1C)
Cantrell, Charles (2C)
Carter, Andrea (1C)
Carter, Jeb (1L) + permission to reprint a story that had appeared in Ascent
Carter, Margaret-subscription
Chamales, Larry (2L 1C) + subscription order
Chamberlain, Carolyn (1L 4C)
Chamberlain, Steve (1L 1C)
Chernoff, Maxine-request for copy of Ascent to be reviewed for Illinois Arts Council
Chicago Public Library-subscription
Christopher, Nicholas-poems sent by literary agent
Cincinnati, U. of-subscription
Clark, Richard (2L 1C) + MS of short story
Clifford, Joan (1C)
Coats, Tim (1C)
Cochran, Thomas (1C)
Cohen, Helen Degan (1C)
Cohen, Judith Beth (1L)
Colasurdo, Mark (1L)
Colby, Joan (3L 4C)
Combs, Maxine (1L 1C)
Connelly, John (3L 3C)
Cook, Marshall (3C)
Cooper, Judith (2C) + letter stating who Judith Cooper is
Cooper, Stephen (1L 1C)
Cooperman, Gengis - subscription
Costa, Dick (1L 1C)
Costello, Mark - letter about Ascent problem
Covington, Vicki (3L 3C)
Crain, Joyce - subscription
Cunningham, Laura (3L 1C) + subscription
Curtin, Arthur (1L 3C)
Dagenais, John (2L 1C)
Daley, Ann (1L 1C)
Daly, Joe (2L 2C) + 2 MS short stories
Das, Manoy (1L 1C)
Davidson, Kate (5L 4C)
de Cormier-Shekerjian, Regina (1L 1C)
Degen, B. - subscription
Demco Periodical Service - subscription
DeVitis, Joseph (1L 1C)
DiBernardo, Gail (1L 1C)
Dickson, John (1L 1C)
Dilsaver, Paul (1L 3C)
Dinger, Ed (1L 1C)
Dodd, Susan (5L 3C)
Donnelly, J. K. - subscription
Doreski, William (1L 2C)
Downing, William (1C)

E-G
Eades, Joan (1L 2C)
Earleywine, Robert (1L)
Ebsco Subscription - note
Eichwald, Richard (1L 1C)
Eis, Jacqueline - 3 letters about issues of Ascent
Ellingson, Kathryn (1L 1C)
Erickson, Peter (1L)
Farrell, E. (1L 1C)
Faxon - letter about subscription problem
Filipowskki, Zoe (2C)
Finkelstein, Miriam (2L 4C)
Finney, Ernest (2L 5C)
Fish, Peter (3L 3C)
Fitzgerald, M.J. (2L 1C)
Fortier, Mardelle (2C)
Foster, Jr. (1C) + MS of numerous poems
Frederick, K.C. (5L 3C)
Freedman, Diane (1L 1C)
Freeman, Huey (1L 1C)
Friedman, Paul-notes from one editor to another
Frooman, Jeffrey-subscription
Gabel, John-subscription
Galvin, Brendan (3L 3C)
Gans, Bruce Michael (1L 1C)
Garry, Joe (1L 1C)
Gatto, Nicholas-donation
Gerstein, Marvin (1L 1C)
Giles, Molly (3L 2C)
Gilroy, Tony (4L 4C)
Girard, Linda (3L 1C)
Givner, Joan (3L 3C)
Glenn, Laura (2L 3C)
Glick, Jerome (1C)
Goedicke, Patricia (2L 4C)
?, Lester (1L 1C)
Golde, Douglas (1L 1C) + 1 MS of short story
Goldey Beacon College-subscription
?, Lloyd (1L )
Goldstein, Sanford (1L 1C)
Gollata, James-subscription
Goodenough, J.B. (1L 3C)
Gordon, Donna (1L 1C)
Gordon, Roberta (1L)
Gray, Larry (1C)
Gray, Michael (1L 1C)
Greene, Philip (1L 1C)
Guernsey, Bruce (5L 7C) + arrangements for a poetry reading at U. of Illinois and biographical data

H-L
?, Bruce-personal letter from a nephew
Hamm, Nancy (1C)
Hanley, Lynne (1L 1C)
Harrison, David (1C)
Harriss, Ian -subscription
Harth, Sydney (3L 2C)
Harvey, Alexander-subscription
Hathaway, Der (2L 3C)
Haskell, Geln -subscription
Hayes, Charles (2L 2C)
Healy, Michael (2L 2C)
Heller, Dana (1L 1C)
Henkes, Mark (1C)
Henry, Rick (2L 2C)
Herrington, Reva (1L 1C)
Hoffman, A. G. (3L 3C) + brochures from Rhode Island College
Holloway, Carol (1C)
Honey, William (1L)
Hooper, Brad (4C)
?, Bob (1C)
Horberg, Richard (3L 3C)
Huss, Sandra (1C)
Jaffri, Talat (1L 2C)
James, David (1L 2C)
Janko, Edmund (1L 1C)
Jersey City State College-subscription
Johnson, Chris-subscription letter
Johnson, Greg (1L 2C)
Joyner, William (2L 2C) + MS of short story
Kaiser, Fed and Teresa (1C)
Kaplan, Carla (1L 1C) + note from "Larry"
Karay, Diane (1L 1C)
Kaufman, S.H.-subscription correspondence
Kell, Chris-subscription
Keller, William (1L 2C)
Kelm, Karlton (9L 3C)
Kennedy, Lucille (2L 1C)
Kerr, Kathryn (1L 1C)
Kessler, Jascha (1L 1C)
Kessler, Rod (4L 4C)
Kilgore, John (2L 1C)
Kimmet, Gene (1C)
Kline, Nancy (5L 1C)
Kohn, Alfie (1C)
Krishnan, V.-subscription letter
Kroll, Ernest (2L 4C)
Kue, Alex (2C)
?, Postcard-signature illegible
Ladd, Leslie-subscription
Lardas, Konstantinos (2C)
Leach, Gregg-subscription
Lefebure, Stephen (1L 1C)
Leopold, Brian (1L 1C) + MS of short story
Lerch, Sharon (1L 1C)
Leviant, Curt (1L)
Levinson, Nan (1C)
Lieberman, Larry-personal note and review
Lindblad, Lois (1L 1C)
Linner, Annliese-subscription letters
Lipman, Elinor (1L 1C)
Loretz, John (1L 1C)
Losinger, William (1L 1C)
Loudon, Elizabeth (1C)
Lund, Roslyn (2L 2C) + subscription

Mc-O, 1982-83
McAleavey, David (1L 1C)
McDaniel, Mary (1C)
McDaniel, Tom (1C)
McDonald, Walt (3L 3C)
McIveney, Dennis (1L 1C)
MacLeish, William (2C)
McMillan, Larry-subscription
McQuade, Molly (1L 1C) + note from Lieberman
McWilliams, Brian (3L 3C)
Magic Changes-magazine sent to Ascent
Mann, John -request fro copies
Margolis, Elaine (2C)
Marsh, Katherine -request for copy of Ascent
Marshall, J.M. (1L 1C)
Marshall, Leslie (2L 3C) +subscription
Mason, Bobbie Ann (2C) letters about an Ascent story accepted in Best American Short Stories
Matthews, Jack (1L) his stories in collection by John Hopkins University and Prize Stories: O'Henry Award
Maxwell, Anna (1C)
Mayer, Stanley (1C)
Mays, Bruce (2C)
Medwed, Mameve (1L 1C)
Meier, Kay (2L 2C)
Meine, Evelyn-personal note of appreciation for the magazine
Michelson, Richard-subscription
Miller, Mac (1C)
Millman, Lawrence (1L)
?, Ralph (1C)
Minnesota, U. of-subscription
Minor, William (1C)
Mississippi, U. of -subscription
Moore, Andrew (1L 1C)
Moore, Elizabeth (4C)
Morgan, Ann Lee (1c + subscription)
Morrill, Donald (3C)
Morris, Holly (2L 3C)
Murray, G.E. (1L)
Nelson-Black, Jim (1C)+ MS of short story
Neville, Susan (1C)
North Dakota, U. of-subscription and personal note from Bob Lewis, formally at Illinois
Northeastern Illinois University-subscription
Nudelman, Jane (1C) + subscription
Oklahoma State University -subscription
Old Dominion University-request for a missing copy
Olshan, Joseph (2L 2C) + MS of short story and very unpleasant letter about Dan's criticism
Ordal, Carol-request for copy of Ascent
Orenstein,Vik (1L 1C)
Osborn, Carolyn (3L 4C)
Osborn, Bill (3L 3C)
O'Shea, John (1C)
Oskie, Steve (1C)

P-R
Parker, Diane-subscription
Parker, H.S. (1C)
Parker, Laurel (1L 1C)
Parris, Peggy (1L)
Paulsen, Kathryn (7L 7C)
Pearlman, Edith (3L 4C)
Penn, Barbara-story sent by Victor Chapin, literary agent (2L 2C)
Peterson, Levi (1L 3C) + letter recommending Peterson for a fellowship
Pichaske, David-subscription
Pierman, Carol (1L 1C)
Piirto, John (1L 2C)
Pinegar, Pat (1L 2C)
Pine Manor College-subscription
Podulka, Frand (sent by literary agent Victor Chapin)
Policuff, Stephen (1L 1C)
Poole, Thomas (2L 2C)
Powell, Enid (1L 1C)
Powers, Richard (2L 2C)
Presson, Rebekah (1L 1C)
Pursifull, Carmen (1L)
Pushcart-permission to reprint Bobbie Ann Mason's story "Graveyard Day"- 4 pieces of information
Rabin, Arnold (1L)
Raeburn, Nancy (1L)
Rahmann, Pat (1L 1C)
Rajendra, Prasad Acharya-personal letter
Rava, Susan (1L 1C)
Ravenel, Shannon-4 letters about Bobbie Ann Mason's story (Ravenel is annual editor of Best American Short Stories-Houghton Mifflin)
Ray, Dave (5L 9C) extremely personal letters
Read More Publications-subscription mix-up
Reeves, Bruce (4C) + subscription
Reilly, Gerald (stories sent by William Morris Agency)
Reiter, Thomas (1C)
Rheinhardt, Emily (1L 1C)
Retzloff, Catherine-subscription
Rice, Luanne (1L 1C)
Riley, Joanne (1L)
Roberts, Nancy (1C)
Robin, Ralph (1L 1C)
Robinson, Marc (1L)
Robison, James (1L 1C)
Roeske, Paulette (1C)
Romjue, John (2L 2C)
Rosen, George (2L 5C)
Rosenwald, John (3L 2C)
Rossiter, Sarah (2L 1C)
Rundquist, Cynthia (1L 1C)
Russell, Sharman (1L)
Ruta, Suzanne (2L) stories sent by agent Victor Chapin
Ryberg, Barbara (7L 6C)
Box 12:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, S, 1982-83

St. Joseph's College-subscription
Salvaggio, Ruth (1L 1C)
Salzman, Neil (1L 1C) + gift subscription
Sangamon State University-subscription
Sapia, Yvonne (1L 3C)
Sapp, Jo (2L 2C)
Schaefer, Louis (1C)
Schinto, Jeanne (12L 9C)
Schneider, Sue-subscription
?, Max (3L 2C)
Schuster, Joseph (3L 2C)
Schwartzberg, Cindie-subscription
Selig, Bob (3L 2C)
Selz-Cheronis, Thalia (2L) + professional resume
Shapiro, Marcia-regarding subscriptions
Sheehan, Kevin (1L 1C)
Sheehan, Marc (1L 3C) + subscription
Sheen, Pam (2L 4C)
Short, Amy (1L 1C)
Siegel, Dan (1L 2C)
Silbert, Layle (5L 9C)
Silverman, Neil (1L 1C)
Sklar, Dusty (1L)
Simins, Richard (1C)
Skokie Public Library-subscription
Slomka, Anne (4L 3C) + subscription
Smith, Gary (1L)
Smith, Larry (2L 6C) + 3 photographs
Smith, M.J. (4C)
Smith, Steven (3L 5C)
Sobel, Nat-letter about literary agents
Sorokin, Olga (1L 1C)
Southern Illinois University-subscription
Southern Mississippi, Univ. of-subscription
Spacks, Barry (3L 2C)
Stark, Sharon (1L 1C)
Stauffacher, Susan (1C)
Stephens, John (1L 1C)
Stix, Judy (4L 1C)
?, Harriet (1C)
Stover, Joseph (1L 1C)
Strickland, Lee-request for copy of Ascent
Swanson, Robert (5L 2C) + 7 page interview that Swanson held with Curley
Sweet, Christopher (1C)
Sweet, Nanora (4L 1C)
Swiss, N (1L)

T-Z
Targan, Barry-evaluation of (but not complete)
Tager, Marcy (1L 1C)
Taybor, R. (1L)
Tedlock, David (2L 2C)
Texas Tech University-subscription
Thomas, Debra (3L 3C)
Thompson, Jean-letter about contents of Ascent
Tolnay, Thomas (3L 3C)
Treitel, Margot (2L 2C)
Tremmel, Bob (2L 2C)
Troy, Judy (3L)
Truncellito, Barbara (1L 1C) + 9 poems
Turco, Lewis (1L 2C)
Turnbull, Camilla (1L 1C)
Turner Subscription Agency-subscription letter
Unger, Chris (1L 1C)
Urdang, Constance (1L)
Valenta, Helen (1L 1C)
Vaky, Russell-subscription
VanWert, William-release of rights of his story
Venick, Kenneth (1C)
Vermont College-subscription
Vogt, Mary (2L 2C)
Walandner, Robert (1C)
Waltch, Lilla (1C)
Watts, Emily-subscription
Wayne, Jane (3L 3C)
Weaver, Susan (3L 7C)
Weber, Elizabeth (2L 2C)
?, Harvey (1L 1C)
Wesseler, Marlis (1L 1C)
Production Documents, 1982-83
Addresses and rough draft of Ascent, Volumes 8 and 9
Business papers, invoices, contents of magazine, mss received records

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, A-B, 1983-84
?, Michael (1C)
Abbott, Lee (3L 3C)
Abbott, Raymond (1L 1C)
Ackerman, Felicia (1L 1C)
Adams, Leith (2L 1C)
Akins, Ellen (2L 2C)
Albarelli, Dean (1L 1C)
Allaback, Steven (1C)
Altenbernd, Lynn (1C)
Andermann, Guri (5L 1C)
Appel, Dori (2L 2C)
Ardizzone, Tony (1C)
Arizona State-subscription
Armstrong, James (1L 1C)
Atkins, Jeanine (1L 1C)
Aull, Bill (1L)
Bache, Ellyn (3L 3C)
Bales, Eugene (1L 5C)
Baker, Beverly (1L)
Bamberger, William (1C)
Bangert, Sharon (6L 5C)
Barber, Phyllis (1L 1C)
Barrington Ava Library-subscription
Bartholomey, Sandra-subscription
Bartlett, Elizabeth (1L 1C)
Beloit Poetry Journal-change of address

Benedict, Elizabeth (1L 1C)
Benjamin, Al-subscription
Benson, Bob (1L 1C)
Bettman, Maur-order for copy
Bilgere, George (4L 4C)
Birdsall, Jane (1L 1C)
Blumberg, Kristin (1L 1C)
Bonnell, Paula (1L 1C)
Bonnie, Kathleen (9L 9C)
Bowers, Susan Lewis (1L)
Boyles, Donna (2L 2C)
Bradley, Ardyth (1C)
Brand, John (1L) + 17p MS of a story
Brashler, Anne (1L 1C)
Brennan, Kevin (2C)
Bricklebank, Peter (2L 1C)
Bridgeford, Kim (1L 2C)
?, Mae-congratulations to Dan for O'Connor Award
Bromley, Anne (1C)
Brooks, Ben (3L 3C)
Brown, Mary Ward (6L 8C) first part of Mary's letter to Dan is missing + letters of permission for a Mary Ward Brown story to be included in Best American Short Stories 1984
Brown-Pritchard, Melissa (1L 1C)
Bucknell University-order for 24 copies Vol. 9, No.3
Benion, Vickie Morris (1C)
Buffalo-SUNY (1L 1C)
Burrowes, Carl Patrick (1L)
Burrows, E.G. (1L 1C)

C-D
Calvert, Winter O. (1L)
Camoin, Francois (4L 3C) story from Ascent included in 100 Distinguished Stories listed by Best
Carlson, Eleanor (1L) + 13 p. MS of a short story
Carlson, R. (1L 1C)
Carter, Andrea (2L 2C) + p. of MS of a accepted story
Castle, Robert (1C)
Chicago Public Library-subscription
Choice Magazine Listening-subscription letters
Christopher, Nicholas (1L 2C)
Cincinnati, U. of-subscription
Cleveland, Carol (1C)
Clifford, J.M. (1C)
Cobb, William (1C)
Cochrane, Mick (1L 2C)
Cohen, Carole (2L 4C)
Cohen, Helen (2L 2C)
Cohen, Robert (1L 1C)
Colby, Joan (3L 4C) + 1 MS of poem
Collins, Robert (2C)
Conness, Carole (1C)
Connelly, John (3L 3C)
Cook, Marshall (1C)
Cosier, Tony (1L 1C)
Costa, Richard (1L 1C)
Cox, Andrew (2L 2C)
Crescenzzi, Tom (1C)
Crotty, Martha (1C)
Curtin, Arthur (5L 3C) + 1 MS of short story
Daly, Jay (4L 4C) + 4 MS's of short stories
Das, Manoj (4L) -article from Indian Journal of American Studies
Davidson, Kate (8L 7C)
Davis, Sue (2L 2C)
Davis, Tom (2C)
Davis, Viki (3L 3C)
de Avalle-Arce, Diane (1C) curriculum vitae
Delaney, Douglas (1L 1C)
Dennis, Jeff (2L 2C) + 1 MS of short story
Devine, Eleanore (4L 3C)
Dickson, John (1L 1C)
Dilsaver, Paul (2C)
Distelheim, Rochelle (1L 1C)
Dixon, Alan-letter of congratulations on Dan's grant
Dodd, Susan (6L 4C) + 1 MS + 1 copy of story printed in Ascent
Donnelly, Julie-change of address notice
Doty, M.J. (1C)
Doyle, Becky Carlisle-subscription
Doricette, Rita (1L 2C)
Driskill, Leon (1L 1C)
E-G
Eades, Joan (4L 4C)
Eaton, Charles Edward (2L)
Echhardt, Linda West (3L 3C)
Eis, Kenneth and Jocelyn (4L 4C)
Eisminger, Skip (1L 1C)
Elkin, Stanley (1L 2C)
Ellingson, Kathryn (4L 3C)
Elman, Richard (3L 5C)
Emery, Michael J. (1L)
Esstman, Barbara (1L 1C)
Evanston Public Library-subscription
Falco, Edward (3L 2C)
Farrar, Claire (1L 1C)
Ferguson, Jeanne (1L 1C) + 1 MS
Fet, Jostein (1L 1C)
Field, Susan (1C)
Fiffer, Sharon (4L 3C)
Filer, Tom (1L 1C)
Findel, Don (1L 1C)
Finkelstein, Miriam (2C)
Finkelstein, Robert (2L 2C)
Fischer, Jeffrey (1L 1C)
Fish, Peter (1L 1C)
Fitzpatrick, Tony (2L 1C)
Floton, Linda-subscription
Fortier, Mardelle (1L 1C)
Fouchee, Sandra (1C)
Francis, Susan-subscription
Frederick, K.C. (8L 9C)
Freedman, Diane (3L 1C)
Friedman, Donald-letter about him by literary agent Lawrence Williams
Froman, Stuart (1L 1C)
Frooman, Jeffrey-subscription
Galt, Fritz (1L 1C)
Galvin, Brendan (2L 3C)
Gandesbery, Jean (1C)
Gans, Bruce (1L 1C)
George Washington University-subscription
Gerber, Margy-request for information about East German literature in translation
Giles, Molly (4L 5C)
Gilroy, Tony (1L 1C)
Girard, Linda (4L 2C)-Dan invited to be an artist in residence
Givner, Joan (7L 6C)
Glenn, Laura (1L 1C)
Glover, Samuel (1L 1C)
Gold, Harry (1L 1C)
Goldbarth, Albert (4L 2C)
Goldberg, Lester (1L 2C)
Goldman, Lloyd (4L 4C) + 1MS
Gollata, James A. (1L 1C)
Goodenough, J.B. (1L 4C)
Goodman, Carol (2L 3C)
Gordon, Roberta (1L 2C)
Gordon, Virginia (2L 1C)
Graham, Philip (2L 1C)
Graham, Toni (3L 4C)
Granger Book Co.-correspondence about annual indexes
Granner, Siobhan (1L)
Gray, Larry (1C)
Gray, Michael (1L 1C)
Gray, Sherrard (1L 1C) + 2p of a MS
Griffin, Janet (1L 1C)
Grossmont College-subscription letter
?, Bruce (1L 2C)

Box 13:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, H-K
Haake, Katherine (2L 2C)
Hackmann, John (2L 2C)
Hardt, Rebecca (1L 1C)
Hak, Marie (1L 1C)
Hallberg, William (1L 1C)
Hamblen, Lynda (1C)
Hamilton College-subscription
Hanson, Anne-order for 3 copies
Hansen, Mark (1C)
Hart, Christopher (1L)
Harth, Sydney (1L 2C)
Hathaway, William (1L 1C) + note from Lieberman
Hay, Richard- 4p of Ms's
Hayes, Charles (1L 1C)
Hayes, Daniel (1C)
Hecht, Deborah (3L 3C)
Hellenga, Robert (4L 5C)
Hemenway, Phillip (1L 1C)
Hermes, Margaret (5L 5C)
Herrera, Rolando (1L)
Herrington, Neva (1L 2C)
Hicks, Alison (1C)
Hobbs, Valerie (3C)
Hochstein, Rolaine (1L 1C) story sent by an agent
Hoffmann, A.C. (3L 3C)
Holden, Mark (2L 2C)
Horberg, Richard (4L)
Horn, Stan (1C)-subscription
Horvath, John (1L 1C)
Horiston, Julie (1L 1C)
Hruby, Patricia (1L 1C)
Huntsberry, Randall (1L 2C)
Inness-Brown, Elizabeth (2L 4C)
Iowa, University of-subscription
Jackson, Gordon (1L 1C) + MS of short story
Jaffe, Peter (2L 1C)
James, David (2L 4C)
Jersey City State College-subscription
Jocius, J.-subscription
Johnson, Frank-subscription
Johnson, Greg (1L 1C)
Johnson, Willis (1L)
Jones, Ann (2L 2C)
Jones, James David (2C) + 1 poem
Jones, Richard (1L 1C)
Kalikoff, Beth (1L 1C)
Kasischke, Laura (1L 1C)
Katz, Fran (1L 1C)
Keller, William (3L 3C)
Kelm, Karlton (14L 10C)
Kessler, Rod (2L 2C)
Kimm, Gene (3L 7C)
Kincaid-Ehlers, Elizabeth (1L 1C)
Knutson, Nancy (1L 1C)
Kobin, Joann (1L 1C)
Kolb, Philip
Koral, Mary (1L 1C)
Koteen, David (1L)
Kotker, Zane (2L 2C)
Kraus, Sharon (1C)
Kress, Nancy (1C)
Krishnan, V. (3L 1C)
Kroll, Ernest (1C)
Kuderke, Lynne (1L 1C)

L-O
Lake, Carol-subscription
Lane, Michael (2L 2C)
Langerdorf, Adele (1L 1C)
Laser, Michael (1C)
Laughlin, Rosemary (2L 2C)
Lawrence, Candida (1L 1C)
Leach, Gregg-change of address
Lefer, Diane (1L)
Leslie, Paul (1L 2C)
Leverich, Kathleen (1L 1C)
Lewis, Susan (1L 3C)
Lieber, Todd (1L 1C)
Lipman, Elinor (1L 1C)
Lo Buono, George (1C)
Loretz, John (1L 1C)
Losinger, William (1L 1C)
Loudon, Elizabeth (2C)
Loughlin, Lauren (1L)
Lukasik, Gail (2L 2C)
Lulobs, Neal (1L 1C)
Lund, Roslyn (7L 5C)
Lurvey, Lois (2L 1C)
Luvisi, Mary (2L 1C)
McClelland, Barney (1L 1C) + 2 Ms's of short stories
McDonald, Walt (2L 1C)
McElhinny, Lisa (1C)
McManus, James (1L 1C)
McFarland, David (1L 2C)
?, Joanna (1C)
Madole, David (1L 1C)
Manscill, James (1C)
Margolis, Elaine (1L 2C)
Mark, Nancy (1L)
Marotta, Kenny (1L)
Marhsall, Leslie-subscription
Martin, Lee (3L 3C) + 3 MS's of short stories
Martone, Michael (1L 1C)
Masey, John-subscription
Mason, Bobbie Ann (1L)
Matt, Elizabeth (1L)
Mat, Dirk (1L 1C)
Mayer, Stanley (1C)
Mays, Bruce (2C)
Melissas, Helen (1L)
Meyer, Stanley (1C)
Michelson, Richard-subscription
Meredith, Maire-exchange of magazines
Miller, Lois-answering request for information about Ascent
Mills, Steven (1C)
Minnesota, U. of -subscription
Mirk, Paula (1C)
Moore, Elizabeth (1C)
Moore, Julie (1L 1C)
Moore, Sandra (1L 1C)
Morgan, Dan (1L 2C)
Morrill, Donald (2C)
Morris, Holly (1C)
Moussa, Mario (1L)
Mufson, Jacob (1L 2C)
Mulcohy, Greg (2L 2C)
Murphy, Kay (1L 1C)
Nagler, Mike (1L 2C)
Navas, Deborah (3L 3C) + 2 MS's of short stories
Neill, Diane (1L 2C)
Nestor, Jack (3L 1C)
Neufeldt, Len (3L 2C)
Neville, Susan (1L 1C) + review of Neville's stories
New Haven, Univ. of-requesting information + subscription
Nickell, Florence-subscription
Noll, Bink (5L 5C) + 1 page poem
Northeastern, Univ. Illinois-subscription
Nudelman, Jane (6L 4C)
Oak Park Public Library-subscription
Ogden, Hugh (3C)
Olsen, Scott (8L 6C)
O'Neill, Phillip (1L 1C)
Orr, Rebecca (3L 2C)
Osborn, Carolyn (7L 10C)
Osborn, Bill (3L 3C)
Osborne, Karen (1L 7C)

P-R
Page, Tom-subscription
Pater, Mr. (editor) (5C)-letters concerning granting of permission to reprint stories from Ascent (Monitor Book Co.)
Paulsen, Kathy (6L 6C)
Pearlman, Edith (4L 7C) + 4 letters from Doubleday concerning Pearlman's stories in O. Henry Prize Stories
Pei, Lowry (1C)
Perry, Michael (1L 1C)
Petri, Paul (2L 2C)
Pfingston, Roger (1L)
Philo Bank-letter about name of account (2 notes)
Pickering, Jean (1C)
Pierman, Carol (2L 2C)
Piirto, John (1C)
Pine Manor College-subscription
Podulka, Fran (2C)
Policoff, Stephen (2L 2C)
Potter, Nancy (1L 1C) includes subscription to 12 public libraries
Potts, Randall (1L 1C)
Pourciau, Glen (2L 2C)
Powell, Enid (1L 1C)
Powers, Patricia (2L 2C)
Pritchard, Melissa Brown (1C)
Pryor, B.-subscription
Pushcart-nominations of stories from Ascent
Rabin, Arnold (1L 1C)
Rae, Sonja (1C)
Raleigh, Michael (1L 1C)
Rambach, Peggy (1C + letter from Mark Costello)
Randlett, Mary (1L 1C)
Rava, Susan (1L 1C)
Ravenel, Shannon-editor of The Best American Short Stories (Houghton Mifflin) letter concerning a story of Mary Ward Brown (3L 3C)
Ravin, Bernice (1C)
?, David (1C)
Read, Doris (1L 3C)
Reeves, Bruce (1L 7C)
Reichenbacher-change of address (1C)
Reiter, Thomas (2C)
Rembold, Kristen (1C)
Ress, Susanne (3L 3C)
Rice, Luanne (6L 6C) + MS of short story, letter from Mrs. Rice's mother + letter asking for extra copies
Rice, Richard (2L 1C) + MS of short story
Ridge, Melissa (1L 1C)
Riemer, Ruby (1L 2C) + letter from Monitor Book Co. asking permission to reprint a Riemer poem
Riley, Joanne (1L 1C)
Roberts, Nancy (1L 1C) + MS of short story
Robinson, Ann (1L 3C)
Robinson, James (3L 3C)
Robinson, Leonard (1C)
Robinson, Rusele (1L 1C)
Roeske, Paulette (2L 2C)
Romtvedt, David (1L 1C) + advertising of Romtvedt's stories
Rose, Hinka (6L 6C)
Routh, Rufus (1C)
Ruta, Suzanne (3L 2C)

S-T
Samman, Ernie-subscription for Mary Wolf
St. Joseph's College-subscription
Sander, Don (1L 1C)
Sanders, Brett Alan (1L 1C)
Sapia, Yvonne (1C)
Sapp, Jo (2L 2C)
Schinto, Jeanne (6L 6C) + MS of short story
Schneider, A.L. (1C)
Schneider, Karen-subscription
Schneider, Philip (1C)
Schorb, E.M. (1L 1C)
Schwartzberg, Cindie-subscription
Schouffas, John (1L 1C)
Seliq, Bob (3L 2C)
Selz, Thalia (5L 4C)
Shahade, William (1L 1C)
Shapiro, Gerald (3L 2C)
Shawgo, Lucy (1C)
Sheridan, Marc (1L 1C)
Sheskin, David (7L 7C)
Short, Amy (1L 1C)
Shuman, Baird-subscription + congratulatory note
Siegel, Dan (1L)
Silbert, Layle (8L 8C)
Silver-Lillywhite, Eileen (1L 1C)
Singer, Ron (1L 1C)
Sklar, Dusty (4L 5C)
Skloot, Flod (1L 2C)
Small Press Traffic-consignment to sell Ascent (4 letters)
Smith, Larry (2L 2C)
Smith, M.J. (1C)
Smith, Peter (1L 1C)
Smith, Steven (3L 2C)
Smith, W.H. (1L 1C)
Smolens, John (1L 1C)
Sobel, Nat (1L 1C)
Solwitz, Sharon (1L 1C)
Southern Illinois University-subscription
Southern Mississippi (1 letter from Dan)
Spencer, Darrell (2L 2C)
Starzec, Larry (2L 2C)
Steffey, Duane (2L 3C)
Stewart, Steven (3L 3C)
Stix, Judy (5L 8C)
Stoll, Patricia (1L 1C)
Stone, Gayle (3L 3C)
Stone, Susan and Victor-subscription
Stover, Joe (2L 3C) + letter of recommendation for Joe Stover
Suther, Judith (1L)
Swanson, Robert (1L 1C)
Sweet, Nan (2L 2C)
Symanski, Richard (3L 3C)
Szeman, Sherri (1L 1C)
Tager, Ruth-note about a subscription
Targan, Barry (4C)
Taylor, Robert (1C) + request form for copy
Tedlock, David (1L 1C)
Tervalon, Jervey (1L 1C)
Texas Tech University-subscription
Thomas, Debra (2L 1C)
Thomas, Murray (1L 1C)
Thomas, Merrillan-subscription
Thomas, William (1L 2C)
Thompson, Jean-notes about Illinois Arts Council
Tobin, Amy-subscription
Tolnay, Thomas (3L 4C)
Trowbridge, C.H. (2L 2C)
Tucker, Duncan (2L 2C)
Tudor-Bernstein, Manuela (1L 1C)
Tulane University-subscription

Box 14:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, U-Z, 1983-84
Urdang, Constance (2L 2C)
Valenta, Helen (1C)
Van Winckel, Nance (2L 2C)
Venick, Kenneth (1C)
Vermont College-subscription
Vilhotti, Jerry (1L)
Vogt, Mary (1L 1C)
Walsh, Phyllis (1L 1C)
Ward, Jennie-subscription
Washington, U.-?
W- ?, ?, (1C)
Watson, Lawrence (2L 2C)
Watts, Emily-Congratulatory note to Dan
Wayne, Jane (2L 2C)
Weber, Elizabeth (2L 3C)
Weintraub, Joe (1L 1C)
Werth, Lee (1L 1C)
White, Curtis (2L 2C)
White, Gail (1C) + 1 poem
Whitlow, Hubert (1L)
Wickersham, Penelope (1L)
Williams, Dianne (3L 2C)
Williams, Dorothy (1C)
Williams, Robert (1L 2C)
Wilson Library-Ballingham, Washington-subscription
Wilson, Gary (2L 2C)
Wilson, Gordon (1L)
Winston, Maria (3L 2C)
Winn, Steven (1L)  
Wisconsin, U. of -subscription  
Woodward, Ann (1L 1C)  
Worrall, Carolyn (1L 1C)  
Worrell, Douglas (2L 1C)-subscription letters  
Worsham, Sandra (2C)  
Young, David (1L 1C)  
Zabransky, Richard (3L 2C)  
Zamvil, Stella (2L 2C)  
Ziller, Eugene (2C)  
Zimmerman, Joanne (1L 2C)  
Zonka, Marco-subscriptions + (2L 2C)  

Addresses and Rough Drafts of *Ascent*, vol. 9:2, vol. 10, 1983-84  
Invoice Publication Services-Ascent Vol. 10, No. 6/26/84  
Total estimate of cost  
Volume 9, No. 2- Contents (2 copies)  
Contributors  
Volume 9, No. 1- Contents  
Handwritten copy of list of contributors  
Volume 9, No. 3-Contents  
Contributors  
Inventory 12/1/83  
Spring 1984-list of contributors  
Requisition-1/10/84-printing and binding of Volume 9, No. 1-Vendor. Cushing. Malloy, Ann Arbor, IL.  
February 13, 1984-25 copies to Illini Union Bookcenter  
Sheet entitled NEWS-4 names of contributors  
4 Subscription Gift Orders  
February 13, 1984-2 copies to The Little Professor  
Handwritten list of names-no identification  
Typewritten list of names with names of stories  
National Endowment for the Arts-Acknowledgment of receipt of Application for a grant 8/4/83  
Letter to the Author-from New Orleans 6/11/78-name not legible  
Inventory 10/28/83  
Inventory 10/3/83  
List of New Subscribers  
Page of Comments "What are the possibilities for poetry?"- 2 copies  
Inventory 7/29/83  

Inventory 8/30/83  
Handwritten page of poetry lines-Winter 1984
Handwritten page of Contents
Handwritten page of Copies
Typed list of subscribers (2 pages)
Typed list of Additions to Mailing List (2 pages)
Statement of Ownership Management Circulation etc. Required by Act of Congress-11/23/83
List of "Good Things Fallen to Ascent in Recent Months"-list of stories that have appeared in collections, prize recognition- (2 pages)
Inventory 2/3/84
Customer's copy of a Cash Sales Receipt
Inventory 2/28/84
Handwritten page of list of contents
Contents, Vol. 9, No. 3
Invoice/Voucher-Book Center, Illini Union
Customer's Copy of a Cash Sales Receipt
Letter to Philo Bank asking for transfer of money from Savings to Checking with Deposit Account Slip-6/28/84
Handwritten page of names and contributors
Contributors-Volume 10, No.1
Contents, Vol. 10, No.1
Contents, Vol. 9, No.1
Contributors, Vol. 9, No.1
Contents, Vol.9, No.1
Paste-Up Specs, Typesetting Specs
Giles, Molly, "Rough Transitions" (13 pages)-copy of short story-print
Andermann, Guri-2 pages-poems-"Becoming a Saint", "Disappearing Act"
Camoin, Francois-5 page short story "The Rescue"
Weber, Elizabeth-2 page poem "The North Cape"
Bonnie, Kathleen Ford-11 page ms. of short story "A Personal Reply"
White, Gail- 2 page ms. of poem "Out of the Ordinary"
Winston, Maria-8 page ms. of short story "Go Round"
McDonald, Walter-2 page ms. of poetry "A Brief Familiar Story of Winter"
Tremmel, Robert-3 page ms. of poetry "Devotions for Today's Couple", "Your First Early Easter in the North"
Pearlman, Edith-3 pages ms. of short story "The Silent Wound"
Marshall, Leslie-1 page ms. of poetry "Your Sleeping Position"
Dodd, Susan M.-14 page ms. of short story "Coelostat"
Giles, Molly-19 page ms. of typed story of "Rough Translations"
Bonnie, Kathleen Ford-15 page typed ms. of short story "A Personal Reply"
Winston, Maria-12 page typed ms. of short story "Go Round"
Unidentified-20 page typed ms. of a short story turned out to be Susan Dodd's "Coelostat"
Pearlman, Edith - 4 page typed ms. of short story "The Silent Wound"
Camoin, Francois - 8 page typed ms. of short story "The Rescue"
Colby, Joan - 1 page typed ms. of poem "Dancing with the Crane"
Marshall, Leslie - 1 page typed ms. of poem "Your Sleeping Position"
Weber, Elizabeth - 1 page typed ms. of poem "The North Cape"
Tremmel, Robert - 2 page typed ms. of poem "Devotions for Today's Couple", "Your First Early Easter in the North"
McDonald, Walter - 1 page typed ms of poem "A Brief Familiar Story of Winter"
White, Gail - 2 page typed ms. of poem "Out of the Ordinary"
Anderman, Guri - 2 page typed ms of poems "Becoming A Saint" and "Disappearing Act"
List of contributors 83-84
Freedman, Diane (2C)
Giles, Molly (1L) asking for permission to reprint "Rough Translations"
?, JoAnn (1L)
Goldbaith, Albert (1L)
?, Lester (1L)
Harth, Sydney (1L)
Krishnan, V. (1C)
Leverich, Kathleen (5L)
Leverich, Kathleen - 14 page typed ms. of short story "Gerard's Vocation"
Leverich, Kathleen (7C)
Leverich, Kathleen - 10 page typed ms. of short story "Gerard's Vocation"
Postcard from Kathleen Leverich
McDonald, Walt (1L 1C)
Osborn, Carolyn (1L)
Rice, Luanne (2L 2C)
Rice, Luanne - 4 page typed ms. of "The Rocks at High Lido"
?, Jeanne (1C) + 4 letters to "Jeanne" from Alfred Knopf
?, Max (1L 1C)
Field, Sally - xerox copy of May 9, 1984 review in Television
Solurtz, Sharon (1C)
Sullivan, A.D. (1L 1C)
Targan, Barry (1L) + 6 page typed ms. of "Derrida's Sandwich"
Weintraub, Joe (1L)
?, Joan (1L) - 2/24/84 - Letterhead Wascana Review, Regina, Canada

General Correspondence and Manuscripts, 1983-84
Freedman, Diane (2C)
Giles, Molly (1L)
?, Joan (1L)
Goldbarth, Albert (1L)
S. Lester (1L)
Hearth, Sydney (1L)
Krishnan, V. (1C)
Leverich, Kathleen (4L 3C) + Ms in 2 forms
McDonald, Walt (1L 1C)
Osborn, Carolyn (1L)
Rice, Luanne (2L 2C) + Ms.
?, Jeanne (1L + several letters from Alfred A. Knopf written by Gordon Lish)
?, Max (1L 1C)
Xerox copy of “Field’s Newest Role as Actress-Producer”
Solivitz, Sharon (1L)
Sullivan, A.D. (1L 1C)
Targan, Barry (1L) + Ms
Weintraub, Joe (1L)
?, Joan (1L) (from Wascona Review)

Inventories, Indexes, & Addresses, 1980-88
Ms of a poem
Horowitz, Michael (1L)
Ms of short story
Indexes of Ascent volumes and lists of contributors
Long mailing lists

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, A, 1984-85
Abartis, Cezarya (1L) + Ms
Abbott, Lee (2L 3C)
Ackerman, Felicia (6L 3C) + Ms
Adamour, Beth (2L 1C)
Agni Review-change of address
Aiken, William (1C)
Alger, Derek (5L 4C)
Allaback, Steven (1C)
Allen, Jennifer (1L)
Allenberg, Diane (1C)
Annual Index to Poetry in Periodicals
Appal, Dori (2L 2C)
Ardezzone, Leny (1C)
Armstrong, Richard (1L 1C) + Ms
Armstrong, James (1L 1C)
Ascot Pharmaceuticals (1C)
Atwood, Barbara (1L 2C)
Avery, John (1L)

B
Bache, Ellen (3L 3C)
Backes, A. J. (1L)
Bamberger, Bill (7L 3C)
Bangert, Sharon (5L 5C)
Barber, Phyliss (2L 2C)
Barnett, Richard (1L 1C)
Barolini, Helen (1L 1C)
Barrington Area Library-subscription
Barthelme, Steve (3L 3C)
Bartlett, Elizabeth (2L 4C)
Bartlett, Paul (1C)
Bass, James (1L 1C)
Bawer, Bruce (1L 1C)
Bell, Thomas (1C)
Bensen, Robert (1L 1C)
Bent, Ted (1L 1C)
Bergreen, Lawrence (1L 1C) + Ms
Bettman, ? (1L 1C)
Bishop, Wendy (1L 1C)
Blessington, Francis (1L 1C)

Blumberg, Kristin (1L 1C)
Boatin, Arthur (1C)
Bogarty, Lewis (3L 2C)
Bolton, Judy (1C)
Bonnell, Paula (1L 1C)
Bonnie, Fred (2L 2C)
Bonnie, Kathleen (4L 5C)
Boswell, Robert (1L 1C)
Boswell, Terri (1L 1C)
Both, R.J. (2L 3C)
Bourne, Daniel (2L 2C)
Boyer, Jeannette (1L 2C) + Ms
Bradley, Ardyth (2C)
Bradway, Becky (2L 2C)
Brand, John (2L 1C)
Brashler, Anne (3C)
Bridgefend, Kim (1L 4C)
Briskin, Mae (3L 2C) + letter to Mae Briskin from Stanford University
Add insert of Altruistic Personality Project from Humboldt State University
Brooks, Ben (2L 2C)
Brown, Frank (1C)
Brown, Janet (1L) sent in a story by her brother
Brown, Ward (Mary) (2L 2C)
Brown, Noel (1L 1C)
Brown, Suzanne (1L 1C)
Brown University-subscription
Brubaker, Patricia (1L 2C) + Ms
Bryant, Susan Keith (1C)
Buck, Mason (1L 1C)+ page of book reviews written by Mason Buck
Bucknell University-order
Buffalo State University at-order for copy
Bugeja, Michael (2L 2C)
Burns, Mary (1L 2C)
Burrows, Ed (2L 3C)
Burt, Deirdre (3L 3C)

Box 15:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, C, 1984-85
C
Subscription-University Research Library-University of California, Los Angeles $3.00
Camoin, Francois (2C 1L)
Carey, James (1C 1L)
Carpenter, Carol (1C 1L)
Carson, Gerry (5C 1L)
Casper, Leonard (1C 1L)
Cauthen, Sudye (1L)
Chertkow, Fern (1C 1L)
Subscription order-Chicago Public Library
Subscription order-Campus Central Library, University of Cincinnati
Clarke, Linda (3C 3L; subscription information)
Cleaveland, Carol (1C)
Cleaver, Gerald (4C 1L)
Coats, Tim-subscription (1L)
Cobb, William (1C 1L)
Cobbold, Diana (1C 1L)
Cochrane, Mick (2C)
Cohen, Carole (6C 2L)
Cohen, Robert (4C 4L) + 20 page typed ms. of story "Pastimes"
Cohn, Naomi (2C 2L)
Cokinos, Christopher-exchange agreement with Indiana Review of Indiana University
Collins, Robert (3C 3L)
Columbia-a Magazine of Poetry and Prose-note from Editor
Combs, Maxine (1C 1L)
Connelly, John (1C 1L)
Conte, Charles (1C 2L)
Cook, Marshall (1C 2L)
Cooper, Wyn (1C 1L)
Cosier, Tony (1L)
Cox, Andrew (1L)
Culver, Irene (1C 2L)
Curry, David (1C)
Curtin, Arthur (2C)
Cushing-Malloy, Inc. Lithographers-Ann Arbor

D-E
Daley, Ann (1C)
Daly, Jay (1C 1L)
Daniels, Jim (2C 1L)
Davis, Elizabeth (2C 2L)
Davis Viki (1C 1L)
Dawson-International Subscription Services
DeFoe, Mark (1C 2L)
Dentinger, Philip (1C 2L)
Desy, Peter (1C)
Dickman Paul Raymond (1C 2L)
Dilsaver, Paul (3C 1L)
Divon, Sandra-order for Vol. 10, No. 3
Dodd, Susan (1C 2L)
Dolan, Paul (1C 1L)
Doran, Bernadette (1L)
Doucetts, Rita (3C 4L)
Duffy, Donna (1L)
Duncan, Randy (1L)
Du Pree, Sharon (1C 1L) + 17 page ms. of story "Indians"
Early, Robert (1C 1L)
Eaton, Sharon (1C)
Eis, Jacqueline (1C 1L)
Elledge, Jim (1C 1L)
Ellington, Kathryn (1C 1L)
?, Richard (1C 1L)
?,? (2C 2L)
Emmanuel, Lenny (1C) + 15 page of ms.
Engberg, Susan (1C 1L)-letter to and from Norman Kurz about Susan Engberg
Evanier, David (1C 1L)
Evanston Public Library-subscription
Ewing, Walter (1C 1L)

F
Fahy, Christopher (3C)
Fain, Jon (1C 2L)
Falkenberg, Betty (1L)
Feingold, David (1C 1L)
Fiffer, Sharon (5C 2L)
Fiffer, Steve (1C 1L)
Fincke, Gary (1C 1L)
Finkel, Tom (4C 1L)
Finkelstein, Miriam (2C 2L)
Finney, Ernest (1C 1L)
Fitzpatrick, Tony (1C 1L)
Fletcher, Ralph (1C 1L)
Fontenot, Deborah (1C 1L)
Fowler, Karen (2C 2L)
Francis, Herb (1L)
Francis, Susan (1C 1L)
Frazier, Mark (2C 3L)
Frederick, K.C. (4C 5L)
Freidinger, Paul (2C 2L)
French, Larry (8C 8L)
Friedman, Jeff (3C 3L)
Froman, Stewart (3C 3L)

Box 16:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, N-R, 1984-85
Sa-Sl
Sm-Sw
T-V
Wa-Wi
Box 17:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, Wo-Z, 1984-85
   A-B, 1985-86
   C
   D-F

Box 18:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, G, 1985-86
   H-J
   Mc-M
   N

Box 19:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, O, 1985-86
   P-R
   S
   T-V
   W-Z

Box 20:

Addresses, Inventories & Drafts, Vols. 10/11, 1985-86
Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, A, 1986-87
   B
   C

Box 21:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, D, 1986-87
   E-G
   H-I
   J-L

Box 22:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, Mc-M, 1986-87
   N-O
   P
   R
Box 23:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, S, 1986-87
  T-V
  W
  Y-Z
General Correspondence, 1986-87
Lists of Manuscripts, 1986-87

Box 24:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, 1987-88
  A
  B
  C-D
  E-F

Box 25:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, G, 1987-88
  H-I
  J-K
  La-Li

Box 26:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, Lo-Ly, 1987-88
  Mc-M
  N
  O
  P

Box 27:

Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, R, 1987-88
  S
  T-V
  W-Z

Box 28:
Correspondence and rejected manuscripts, 1987-88

**ASCENT MANUSCRIPTS (PUBLISHED)**

Manuscripts, 1:2, 1975
- 3:2
- 3:3
- 4:1
- 4:2
- 4:3
- 5:1
- 8:2
- 9:2
- 9:3, 1984

**Box 29:**

- 10:1, 1984
- 10:2, 1985
- Index, Volumes 1-10, September 1975 - April 1985
- 11:1
- 11:2
- 11:3
- 12:1

**Box 30:**

- 13:1, 1987
- 13:2, 1988
- 13:3

**CURLEY BIOGRAPHICAL AND PERSONAL**

Letters of Condolence, December 31, 1988 - February 17, 1989
Newspaper clippings, January 1 - April 14, 1989
Memorial Event, April 5-6, 1989
Accent/Ascent Exhibit Cards, 1989

**Box 31:**

- 7th Coast Artillery, 1941
- University of Alabama Transcripts, 1937-42, 1950
- Correspondence, A - W, 1948-51
- Vitas, 1951, ca. 1965, 1969-70, 1979
Curley Family, 1964
“A Deal in Cards,” Atlantic, 1948
Kenneth Beaudoin, 1946-50
John Cardi, 1949
Allen Hayman, Accent, 1949
Marian Ives, 1947-48, 1950
Pearl Kazin, 1950
Hilton Kramer, New York, 1950
Milton H. Brandeis University, 1949
Cecil Scott, 1949
Edwin, Evansville, IN & Washington, PA, 1948
Harry Marley, 1950
Helyn, Florence, Italy, 1950
Diarmid Russell, 1947-51
Charles Shattuck, Saccoranzetti, ca. 1949
Family Greetings
Correspondence, 1960-61
(5 folders), 1963-67
English Department, Journal Club, Visiting Readers, 1967-68
    Rudolph Germer, Kenneth Rexroth
Correspondence, 1968
    Gary Adelman
Curley Family, September 1968-November 1969
Correspondence (2 folders), 1969-70
Introductions of Leslie Fiedler & Stanley Hyman, ca. 1970
Correspondence, 1971
English Department, Faculty Evaluations, ca. 1971

Box 32:

Correspondence, 1972
    1974-75
    1986
Illinois Arts Council, Publications, 1976-86
    Applications, Agreements, Notifications, 1974-79, 1980-87
    Correspondence, June 1974-March 1977
        April 1977-June 1981
        July 1981-April 1987

Box 33:

Knox College, Creative Arts Convocation, May 18, 1956
Bread Loaf Conference, Joseph Conrad, Lecture II, August 1958
“Treasure in the Grave” Katharine Ann Porter, Modern Fiction Studies, Winter 1963-64
“Katherine Ann Porter: The Larger Plan,” ca. 1964
Criticism and course material, 1964-66
“Eudora Welty ad the Quondam Obstruction” & “A Still Moment,” ca. 1965
Flannery O’Connor Lectures, Hanover College, May 1968
Criticism, 1973
Book Reviews
   Stead, D. “Man Who Loved Children” & Lind, J. “Soul of Wood”, ca. 1965
   Pinter's plays
   Gordiver, Nadine “Not for Publication”
Program Notes
   “The Man Who Had His Face Cut Short,” December 1969
   “The Big Sleep”, April 1970
   “Nazarin,” March 1971
   Film Society Program Notes, 1971

POETRY
   Titles, A-H
      I-O
      P-Z

Box 34:
   “A Late Martyr of the Old Troubles” (3 folders)
   “Yaddo Suite” (2 folders)

PLAYS
   “The Awakening” (3 folders)
   “Brit Twenty Four” (2 folders), 1967
   “The Bulgarians (Alleged)” & “Le Monocle de ma tante,” 1967

Box 35:
“The Bulgarians (Alleged),” 1967
“Cyprus”
“The Egoist” (2 folders)
“Invincible”, 1969
“The Mosquitoes” (2 folders), 1968
“Non-Stop Daily” (2 folders), 1969
“Osip” (2 folders), 1970
“Perhaps”
“Speak Slowly, Speak Clearly, Speak Now” (2 folders), 1967

Box 36:

CHILDREN'S BOOKS

Ann's Spring (3 folders), 1975-76
The Girl who was Earth Mother, (2 folders), 1973-74

Box 37:

The Dun Cow (2 folders)
Epaminondas (2 folders)
The Flying Zambinis (3 folders)

Box 38:

Miss Hathaway's Stories (2 folders)
Mittens
Billy Beg and His Bull. Typescript
Manuscript, 1977

Box 39:

Off prints (3 folders), 1977-78

SHORT STORIES

Manuscripts of Short Stories published in book-length collections are listed under the book title.

"The American Dream of Marvin Foster" (2 folders)

Box 40:

"Anna - Visit"
"Around Twice"
"Baby Boy, And That is How You Came to Be My Bright-Eyed"
"The Baby Come Home and So Do the Chickens"
"Backup System Goes into Place"
"A Borderline Episode"
"The Boy in the Barn"
"Chicagoset" (2 folders)
"Dancing Lessons" (2 folders)
“Its Dark in the Icebox Brother When You Shut the Door” & “The Six of Us Plus Indians”
"A Dark Night in the Woods" (2 folders), U.S. Catholic, November 1964
"A Day Called Good" (2 folders)
"The Day They Bombed New York" (2 folders)
"Domino" (2 folders)
"Donner and Blitzen"
"Father to the Man", Epoch, Spring 1964
"Golden Apples and Silver Apples" (2 folders)
“Good Folks” (2 folders)

Box 41:

"Her Present Lover"
"Hokey Pokey" (2 folders)
"Home From the Hills"
"The Husband Who Minded the House"
"In the Marsh"
"Intimations of What Not"
"The Jig is Really Up in Elko"
"John Robert and the Bottle Tree"
"The Knave" (2 folders)
"The Lady with the Great Big Dog" (2 folders)
"Late Encounter with the Paynim"
"Legends of Our Fathers" (2 folders)
"The Lies Poets Tell"
"Like It Was - I Think"
"Litany for the Loving", Kansas Quarterly, ca. 1970
"Love, Peace & Joy"
"Lying Awake" (2 folders)
"A Man Is Crying"
"The Man Who Was Good with Women"
"Martin Brooks and the Consolations of Love" (2 folders)
"Men Have Problems, Too"
"Mermaids Singing” (2 folders)

Box 42:
"The Mystery"
"Nice Guy"
"Nude" (2 folders)
"The Nuke" (2 folders)
"Old Times Revisited"
"The Story of Paddylove"
"Papers of an Unknown Man" (2 folders)
"The Parable of the Loafing Fisherman"
"Pas de Deux" (2 folders)
"A Perfect English Day" (2 folders)
"The Quilt" (2 folders)
"The Reunion" (2 folders)
"River Road"

Box 43:

"A Season in Elko"
"Shakespeare and Company"
"The Siege"
"Something is Taking Its Course"
"Sons and Mothers"
"The Story of M"
"The Story of Paddylove" (2 folders)
"Story of a Plain Brown Bird" (2 folders)
"Swimming" (2 folders)
"Tale of the Long-Haired Boy" (2 folders)
"Tell Me Everything I've Always Wanted to Know"
"The Ten Break" (2 folders)
"That Strange Disguise" (2 folders)
"Thicker Than Blood" (2 folders)
"Toil and Trouble" (2 folders)
"The Tourists" (2 folders)

Box 44:

"The Tracks in the Woods" (2 folders), U.S. Catholic, August 1966
"The Ultimate Bad News" (2 folders)
"The Unspeakable History of My Race"
"The Valley of Bones"
"A Very Small Grove" (3 folders), Perspective, Spring 1963
"The Voyage of the Mother truckers" (2 folders)
"Waking Up" (2 folders)
"You Only Go Around Twice, Don't Forget or Maybe More"

NOVELS
Novels, unpublished

That Strange Disguise (3 folders)

Box 45:

That Strange Disguise
"Peter Watts," ca. 1980
24 New Orleans stories
10 sections, New Orleans mystery story
"Tim, Mike, Clayton, Joe, Betty"
New Orleans Shipyard mystery story
"Tim, Mike, Clayton"

Box 46:

Novels, published

All the Green Summer, September 9, 1954 (3 folders)

That Marriage Bed of Procrustes, galley, Beacon Press, 1957
Proofs, May 21-22, 1957

Box 47:

Manuscript
How Many Angels? galleys, Beacon Press, (2 folders), 1958
Manuscripts (3 folders)

Box 48:

Manuscripts (4 folders)
A Stone Man, Yes, “Original” Manuscript

Box 49:

Early Drafts
Draft I
Draft II

Box 50:

A Stone Man, Yes, Draft III
Draft IV
Printer's Copy
Viking Press, Proofs, 1964

Box 51:

A Place for Gold A. M. Heath & Co. 2 vol. typescript
Manuscript (2 folders)
That Strange Disguise manuscript, (2 folders)
New American Library Correspondence, February-March 1967

Box 52:

NOVELS

Hilarion, Houghton Mifflin, 1979
"Men of Linsk"
"Hilarion"
Lies and Ceremonies, Ceremonies and Lies, manuscript, Short story & novel, 1981

Box 53:

Living With Snakes, [short story collection] University of Illinois Press, 1985
Manuscript
"Living With Snakes"
"Trinity"
"The Inlet"
"The Other Two" (2 folders)
"Revenge"
"Wild Geese"
"Living With Snakes"
"The First Baseman"
"The Contrivance"
"Billy Will's Song"
"Visiting the Dean" (2 folders)
Reviews, 1985-87

Box 54:

Love in the Winter (2 folders), [short story collection] University of Illinois Press, 1976
"Who, What, Where - Why?"
“In Northumberland Once,” 1976
"Perhaps Love"
"What Rough Beast" (2 folders)
Mummy, correspondence 1983-86
1985-87
   Author's page proof, 14 chapters, 1987
   Final Typescript

Box 55:

Mummy, 1987
   Manuscript 1
   Manuscripts (3 folders)

Box 56:

Manuscripts (2 folders)
The Curandero, University of Missouri-Kansas City Press, 1991
   “Curandero”
   “To Have and To Hold”
   “The Pilgrimmage”
   “The Rescue”
   “The Struldburg”

Box 57:

MANUSCRIPTS

Box 58:

SUBJECT FILES

Accent–Correspondence
Acceptance of Publication Notice, 1971
Blum, Sam–“This Was the Winter”
Book Reviews (3 folders)
"Bread Loaf Talks"–Notes, 1958
Carver, Raymond–Introduction to, 1985
Center for Advanced Study (University of Illinois), 1981
Class Lectures–Stephen Crane
   D. H. Lawrence
   Katherine Mansfield
   Eudora Welty, Katherine Anne Porter, and Flannery O'Connor
   Eudora Welty
Class Notes–D. H. Lawrence, Thomas Mann, Ernest Hemingway, Eudora Welty, Flannery O'Connor
Cohen, Andrew, 1965-66
Conferences and Workshops, 1981-85
Conrad, Joseph–“Legate of the Ideal”
Copyrights–Daniel Curley, 1986
Dream Notes, 1972
Fearing, Kenneth–Notes for a Reading of

Box 59:

Grade Book–English 101 and 102, Plattsburgh State Teachers' College, 1953
“Olcott's Compact Record”—Grade Records for English 101 and 201
Grade Report–Curley, Junior High School, 1932-33
Grand Valley Talk
Job Applications, 1972-73
Manuscript Information, 1988
Massachusetts Review–Correspondence, 1973-75
Minckler, Robert–Stories
Modern Fiction Classes–Notes
Newspaper Clippings, 1954-58
  Re Curley and book signings
Notebook–Untitled Story
  List of Stories Sold (2 folders), 1953-54
Notes–“St. Petersburg, 1873”
O'Connor, Flannery–Hanover College Lectures, 1968
  “Flannery: An Introduction”
  “Flannery O'Connor to the Laodiceans”
  Notes

Box 60:

Pinter, Harold–“Leper-Licking in Pinter”
Porter, Katherine–Remarks to Open a Seminar With: Katherine Anne Porter's Flowering Judas
Reprint Requests, 1960-70
Sabbatical Leave in England–Correspondence, 1965-66
Search, English Department–For a Fiction Writer, 1984-85
Shatraw, Joanne–“Discipline”
South Dakota Talk–“Reflections of an Editor”
Story Ideas–Notes
Stories Written by Students
University of Illinois–Correspondence, University Research Board, 1977-88
POETRY
“Between Earth and Low Heaven: The Dig at Heathrow”
“The Blind Indian Reports on His Stewardship”
“The Blind Indian's Fall”
“Can These Bones Live”
“A Cold Night”
“Concerning the Hidden Nature of Things”
“A Day in the Life”
“A Goat and Some Pigs”
“The Hill Is Impassable Tonight”
“His People Are Hungry”
“Home Exile”
“In Praise of Boneyard Creek”
“It's a Woman's World, George Eliot”
“Landscapes from a Train, Winter”
“Love Dance”
“Mona Agonistes”
“Monday: Hamburg: Kokoschka”
“Neither Out Nor In”
“Notes from a Blind Indian”
“A Plague on All your Cameras”
“Safe Home”—A Collection of Poems
“A Saturday Afternoon in the Neighborhood of Camelot”
“Scouting Report from a Blind Indian”
“Smoke Signals for a Blind Indian”—A Collection of Poems
“Standing on the Green, A Ballad of the Student Rebellion”
“The Strange Adventures of Bold Harree in the Game of Erin Go Bragh”
“This Door Must Be Kept Closed at All Times”
“Three Lives”
“Tomorrow the Rainbow”
“Visions”
“The Wisdom of the Blind Indian”
“The World Proves to Be Too Much Even with This Pint”
Poems–Miscellaneous (3 folders)

Box 61:
Poems–Miscellaneous (3 folders)
Notes

PLAYS
“Edward”
“Invincible”
“The Manhunt”
“Welcome to Cyprus”
Notes for Untitled Play

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
The Boy in the Barn: A Book for Children
A Child's Christmas in East Bridgewater
The Christmas Book
John Robert and the Bottle Tree

SHORT STORIES
“All of a Summer Day”
“The American Dream of Michael Pegnam”
“And She Ups to Me”
“The Appointed Hour”
“At Sea”

Box 62:

“Billy Will's Song”
“Boy Meets Girl”
“Brotherhood”
“By the Book”
“Captain Scott's Dream of the Three Ages of Man”
“The Clambake”
“The Contrivance”
“The Curandero”
“A Day in Hamburg” (2 folders)
“The Day of the Equinox”
“A Double”
“The Eclipse”
“The Elements of Spanish Architecture”
“The First Time Around”
“For the War Effort”
“The Fugitive”
“The Gingerbread Man” (2 folders)
“A Grandmother Speaks of Love”
“The Great Day”
“The Growth of a Fir Tree”
“The Gun Fight”
“The Hole”
“Homage à Nixon”
“Home from the Hills”
“A House Called Magnolia”
“The House of Emma Smith”
“How Far Can a Dog Run in the Woods”
“The Husband Who Minded the House”
“An Idyll of the War”
“In the Hands of Our Enemies” (2 folders), 1970

Box 63:

“The Inlet”
“Law”
“Lies and Ceremonies, Ceremonies and Lies”
“Living with Snakes”
“Look Homeward, Tourist” (2 folders)
“The Man Who Was Drafted” (2 folders)
“The Man Who Was Good with Women”
“Many Times Before His Death”
“Mary Alice Is Waiting”
“Miriam”
“The Moth, the Bear, and the Shivering Stars”
“My Father, My Mother, Myself”
“My Friend”
“The Mystery”
“The Night of the Two Wakes”
“Of Such Are the Kingdom”
“On the One Hand AJH”
“The Other Two”
“Partisan”
“Pilgrimage”
“The Pit”
“Priapus Wrecks”
“Prose Piece”
“Reflections in the Ice”
“Revenge”
“A Question of Identity”
“The Rescue”
“A Ride in the Snow” (2 folders)
“The Right Dolls”
“The Rustler”
Box 64:

“SaccoVanzetti”
“Sam and the Coke Machine”
“The Ship”
“A Skeleton for the Library”
“A Solemn and Great Fraternity”
“Sophie”
“The Spot”
“A Star Shines”
“Station: You are Here” (2 folders)
“The Story of Hilary”
“A Story of Love” (2 folders)
“The Story of a Nice Guy”
“The Struldbrug: January 1, 1938”
“The Tale of the Peasant Osip” (2 folders)
“That Haircut”
“That Haircut That Time”
“That Marriage Bed of Procrustes”
“Tiny and the Giants”
“To Have and To Hold”
“Trinity”
“The Tune Is Old”
“A Very Small Grove”
“A View of the Mountains”
“A Vision of Television”
War story, untitled (notes)
“The Warrens”
“The Water Bug”
“What I Did in the War”
“Where You Wouldn’t Want to Walk” (2 folders)
“Who's That Looking Out of My Mirror, Anyway?”
“Whose Birthday Is It Today?”
“Why I Play Rugby”
“Wild Geese”
“Yes, Tell Her”
“A Young Girl's Fancy”

Box 65:

NOVELS
Lies
Manuscript of Novel Worked on in England
The Way We Live Now

Box 66:

NONFICTION WORK
The Perfect London Walk, written with Roger Ebert
Source Material and Notes
Correspondence, 1985-87
   Daniel Curley/Roger Ebert, 1985
Contract/Business and Publisher Correspondence, 1985-86
Reviews and News Stories, 1986-88

CORRESPONDENCE
Family, 1941-42
   1965-69 (3 folders)
   1970-72 (4 folders)
   1973
   1974-76 (3 folders)
Divorce from Helen Korman, 1971-77

Box 67:

General, 1950-58 (9 folders)
Kramer, Hilton, 1953-54

Box 68:

Manalli, Fred, 1958-64
Schulte, Janet, 1958-64
Mark Paterson and Company, Limited, 1959-63
Schaffner, John, 1960-63
Snow, C. P., 1960-63
General, 1960-64 (2 folders)
M-N, 1961-64
Moffitt, John, 1961-62

Box 69:

O-P, 1961-64
Q-R, 1961-64
S-V, 1961-64
Schaffner, John, 1963-68
Schulte, Janet, 1964-68
W-Z, 1961-64
Moffitt, John, 1963-64
General, 1965-68 (2 folders)

Box 70:

A-E, 1965-66
Ebert, Roger, 1965-67
Elkin, Stanley, 1965-66
G-L, 1965-66
M-N, 1965-66
O-Y, 1965-66
A-G, 1966-67
Curley, Helen Korman, 1966-69
H-W, 1966-67
Wolffley, Don, 1966-67

Box 71:

A-E, 1967-68
Elkin, Stanley, 1967-70
G-K, 1967-68
M-Y, 1967-68
A-E, 1968-69
Ebert, Roger, 1968-69
G, 1968-69
H-L, 1968-69
M-Y, 1968-69
Moffitt, John, 1968-70

Box 72:

General, 1969-71 (3 folders)
A-B, 1970-72
C-E, 1970-72
Ebert, Roger, 1970-73
G, 1970-72
J, 1970-72
Kramer, Hilton, 1970-71
K-R, 1970-72
S, 1970-72

Box 73:

S (3 folders), 1970-72
S-Y, 1970-72
General (4 folders), 1971-75
   1972-75 (2 folders)

Box 74:

A-D, 1973-76
E-K, 1973-76
L-O, 1973-76
R-W, 1973-76
Ebert, Roger, 1974-76
General (5 folders), 1974-77

Box 75:

General, 1974-77
Hanley, Lynne, 1976
General (10 folders), 1976-79

Box 76:

1976-79 (8 folders)
1980-85 (2 folders)

Box 77:

1980-85 (12 folders)

Box 78:

1980-85 (10 folders)

Box 79:

1980-85 (4 folders)
1984-87 (5 folders)
1985-88 (2 folders)
Box 80:

1985-88 (7 folders)

Provenance and processing note: The following files in Box 80 and all those in Boxes 81, 82, 83, and 84 were received on March 28, 2011 from Sean Curley of Greensboro, North Carolina. (Note: Issues of Ascent in Box 84 were supplemented by Aillinn Dannave of Urbana). The files from Sean had been partially organized into related folders and batches (e.g., correspondence, letters, short stories, etc.). Within folders, there was some internal chronological order, sometimes earliest to latest and sometimes latest to earliest, but often with smaller batches in their own order, but out of sequence within the folder as a whole (e.g., a half-dozen of 1958-59 letters at the end of a run of 1956-63 letters). The folders also contained a number of examples where there appeared to be more than one copy of the same poem or short story and of some of the letters. To ensure that variant drafts of the same work were not discarded all apparent duplicates were retained.

Overall, Daniel Curley was quite consistent with dating his carbon copies, but there were occasions of a carbon copy without a date or an incoming letter without a date or post-mark. On examination of the text of such undated letters, they often seem to have ended up in the correct chronological place within the overall sequence of letters adjoining it, leaving the impression that either Dan or Sean had filed them there following a clear order.

Where there was a sizeable, e.g., six or so letters to/from a single correspondent, or where there is a significant individual such as Hilton Kramer or Roger Ebert, separate folders have been created for those letters. Because so many letters were addressed without the full name of the intended recipient or simply as “dearest” or “girl,” multiple letters were examined closely to establish the best estimate of the correspondent’s identity and to separate these out into separate folders by presumed name of correspondent. Although such decisions cannot be infallible, the resultant overall arrangement will provide greater accessibility as well as enhanced means for future users to second guess and correct what misidentifications may have been made.

Biographical
Curley and Korman Family Genealogy Charts
Obituaries, 1989
Daniel Curley Memorial Service, May 1989
Bibliography of Daniel Curley Writings, through Spring, 1988
Elementary School Record
Roger Ebert on Daniel Curley, 1989
Includes photographs of scattering of ashes
Ascent Daniel Curley Memorial Issue, Volume 15, Number 1, 1990

Box 81:
“From Accent to Ascent, 50 Years of Literary Magazines” and Daniel Curley Memorial Service, April, 1988

News-Gazette Articles on Curley, March 21, 1986 and April 14, 1989
Reviews and Notices of Curley’s Works
Publications containing Curley’s work
   Includes: New Leader, review by Stanley E. Hyman, 1964, Kansas Quarterly
   U.S. Catholic, 1964, 1972,
Student Papers of Daniel Curley
Correspondence
   Daniel to Ina Curley (Mother), 1938 and undated
   Grace Curley Eastman,
      1938, 1956, 1958
   on Daniel Curley and “A Skeleton for the Library” Compact Disk Audio Recording, 1981
   Helen Korman Curley, Correspondence other than with Daniel Curley, 1946, 1959, 1962, 1964,
      1971-74, 1989
   Helen Korman Curley / Daniel Curley Correspondence
      1942-48
      1954
      1955
      1958
      1967-69
   Helen and Daughters with Daniel Curley
      July-August, 1958, April, 1960-June 1963
   Daughters, August-December, 1969
   Sean Curley
      Valentine Cards
      1964-65

Box 82:
   1971, 1977-87
   Literary and Professional Correspondence,
      1950-58
      1960-69
   Personal Correspondence
      Letter to “Bill,” undated and unsigned, regarding problems in teaching
      General, 1969-72
      Robert Blair (son of Joseph C. Blair), 1914
      Helen Barolini, 1968-70
      Catherine Carver, Viking Press, re Stone Man: Yes, 1963-64
      Elizabeth Coe, 1969-70
      Julia [Demmin?], 1970-72, 1979
Roger Ebert, 1965, 1969-70
Carey Neracher, 1965
Katherine Anne Porter,
Kerker Quinn re future of Accent, ca. 1960
Jan Schulte, 1968, 1970
Unidentified Woman [Laurel?], Extended Correspondence or Diary, ca. 1969-70

Writings
- Guide to Writing Fiction, draft
- Notes and Essays on Russian Authors
- Notes and Essays on D. H. Lawrence and Graham Greene
- Conrad and the Fusion of Autobiographical and Historical Materials
- University Course and Research Documents
- University of Illinois Film Society, 1964
- Notes and Fragments of Writings

Box 83:
- Drafts of Writings, Prose and Poetry
  - Poetry (2 folders)
  - “The American Dream of Michael Pegnam”
  - “An Invitation to Meet Robert Frost”
  - “Legate of the Ideal (Secret Sharer)” (2 folders)
  - “Mike,” Chapters E, F, G
  - “Ossip, a Play by Daniel Curley,” 1970
  - “Prose Piece”
  - “The Ship”
- Short Stories Drafts
  - A-M
  - N-W
  - “Saccovanzetti”
    - Includes Danish magazine version
  - “Tale of the Peasant Ossip”

Box 84:
*Ascent*
Complete run of Ascent journal from Volume 1, Number 1 through Volume 15, Number 1, except Volume 8, Number 2 is missing. Note that additional issues through Volume 20 can be found in RS 15/7/829